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ree Magistrates
ote Down Funds
r Home Agent
omemakers Will Seek
ayoroble Action June
0; Courthouse Rents
re Raised
aldwell county's Home Dem-
tion servibe was put in
• rdy Tuesday when the Fis-
Court, by a minority nega-
vote, went on record as
opposed to the annual ap-
riation of $600 toward de-
'• expense of this office.
Nancy S. Beck is home
oastration agent
oting against making the ap-
priation were Magistrates
as Bond, J. T. White and
Reece. For it were Magis-
Elbert McCaslin and Paul
land. Magistrates Clifton
and Arthur Wigginton did
vote on the proposition.
embers of several Home-
en' clubs of the county,
of to express their appre-
.0n of- previous support of
Rome Demonstration service
expressed great dissatis-
Un with the action of the
al Court and several regis-
emphatic objections in
talks. Among these were
Grace Adamson, Mrs. Alvin
by, Mrs. Virgil Coleman,
Don Boitnott, Mrs. Harland
and Mrs. Cliftqn Croft.
Homemakers present in-
Mesdames W. P. Craw-
Raymond Phelps, W. D.
ong, Urey Lamb, J. W.
orth, J. W. Crowe, D.
Satterfield, Ralph Griffin,
Wadlington.
veral of the Homemakers
ated they would rally mem-
of their organizations and
for reconsideration of the
Court's decision at the
regular meeting of that
, scheduled for June 10.
of the women were hope-
one or more members of the
would change their minds
the matter.
to renew the otter of
University of Kentucky and
U. S. Department of Agri-
re to bear the major jortion
e expense of this service
kiwell county were Ivan
3', assistant State agent,
nsion Department, and Miss
Henning, supervisor of
e Demonstration agents,
enity of Kentucky, College
iculture.
e Fiscal Court approved the
sheriff's settlement, as
• by Philip Stevens for the
ty, covering the last year of
encumbency of Mitchell
e court agreed to rent of-
space to Ralph Nelson, U.
orestry Service, and Joe
. Soil Conservation Service,
raised the rent of the Farm
ritY office, Howard Paschal
Urge, from $5 to $10 a
h. The court also instructed
ty Judge Clyde Wood to
LA. Northington, Internal
one Department, that his
rent will be $10 a month
July 1.
• court approved the Coun-
d of Education's recom-
ation for letting a contract
uild a new consolidated
high school and refinanc-
,000 worth of courthouse
at a lower rate of interest,
ing a saving of $650 the
Year. Judge Wood said.
ty Cannery Must
If Supporting
for operating the county
at Eastside School are
e formative stage, C. A.
school superintendent.
• week. If the project is
Operation again, a slight-
her charge must be made
aria can handled, as the
t must be entirely self
jag this time. Mrs. Will
has been asked to head
nnery again but has given
ision as yet, Mr. Horn
Operation
reenville Hospital
E. Y. B. Foster, Green-
erwent a minor opera-
Abe Greenville City Hos-
week and has been re:-
4e her home there. Her
was reported to be
Tuesday night. Mrs.
Ii the former Marguerite
dtughter of Mr. and Mrs.
outer, MadisOnville street.
Hies Here
Virgil P. Woodall and
Jbek W. SitOW11, *Iwo
st rt. lIsnjetala
164, visited *sir IOW
Number 46
Otter Pond Charmer
Linda Lee is the 9 months'
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edmund Wood, of the Otter
Pond community. Mrs. Wood
is the former Elizabeth Stallins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Stallins, McGoodwin
Avenue.
4-H Club Girls
Plan Dress Revue
Rally Scheduled At
Courthouse Here
Saturday, May 18
A canning judging contest and
a dress revue are scheduled for
Caldwell County 4-H girls Sat-
urday afternoon, May 15. The
program will begin at 1:30
o'clock in the circuit courtroom
at the courthouse.
Miss 'Eleanor Whittinghill,
Trigg county home agent, will
serve as judge in the contests.
Girls enrolled in clothing pro-
jects will bring their garments
to be judged, then will model
them in a dress revue.
Winners in both contests will
be eligible to attend Junior Week
in Lexington in June. All 4-H
Club girls and their parents are
invited to attend the rally.
'Goes To Ft. Riley, Kans.
Pfc William C. Robinson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Robinson,
Hopkinsville street, has been
transferred from Camp Pickett,
Va., to Ft. Riley, Kans.
Contract For New
County School Is
let Here Tuesday
$240,000 Building To
Be Built On Cost-Plus
Basis; Classrooms To
Be Ready Oct. 1
The Caldwell County Board
of Education, with approval of
the Fiscal Court granted Tues-
day, awarded a contract to Bryan
D. Fox, of the Fox Lumber Co.,
Nortonville, that afternoon for
construction of a new consoli-
dated county high school on a
cost-plus basis, Supt. Edw. F.
Blackburn said. Estimated cost
of the new school building is
$240,000.
Bid forms were mailed to all
local contractors and to others
in neighboring cities and towns,
including Evansville, Ind., Mr.
Blackburn said, and the bid ac-
cepted was the lowest obtain-
able. No contractor submitted an
actual cost bid, so the board
had no recourse other than to
award the contract on the cost-
plus basis.
Contract for sale of the neces-
sary revenue bonds was let in
April, to bear 23/4 percent inter-
est, or less, Mr. Blackburn said,
and the bonds are to be sold
within the next 30 days.
Under terms of the building
permit recently obtained from
the Civilian Production Admin-
istration, actual work of con-
struction must start on the new
school not later than May 21.
If no further untoward delays
are encountered and materials
are forthcoming as hoped for,
the classrooms, first part of the
construction job to be gotten
under way, will be occupied by
pupils October 1, Mr. Blackburn
estimated. The new auditorium-
gymnasium, to seat not fewer
than 1500 persons, is expected
to be ready for use in January,
1947, he said.
The contract for the new
building is subject to approval
by the State Board of Education
before it finally becomes effec-
tive but this formality is not
expected tb impede the work,
the county school head said.
County Wildlife Refuge
Sponsored By Sportsmen
Caldwell county has a new ly prohibited. The refuge marks
official wildlife refuge, under the initial stage in a State-wide
protection of the Kentucky boundary posting project re-
Game and Fish Division, J. B. cently launched by the State
Lester, president of the Cald- Game and Fish Division as a
well County Game and Fish Pro- phase of the Pittman-Robertson
tective Association, said this Federal Aid to Wildlife program.
week. The refuge is the Eliza- The easement on the Elizabeth
beth Gray farm, in the Dry Gray farm is for 10 years' dura-
Fork community, near the tion and the project is predom-
southern border of the county. inately a quail raising plan
Another similar refuge is plan- where Bob White will have a
ned in the north end of the chance to seek sanctuary for
county, Mr. Lester said, regeneration of his sadly de-
The new refuge was posted pleted species. At the same time,
last week by members of the other species of wildlife will en-
county sportsmen's unit, with joy equal opportunity to props-
bright yellow signs at intervals gate in tranquil surroundings,
of 125 yards all around the 300- the State Conservation Depart-
odd acres of the Gray farm. A ment's announcement says.
representative of the State Game Caldwell county sportsmen
and Fish Division and Conserve- plan to buy quail for restocking
tion Officer Gordon Brown as- this territory, planting them
sisted. first on the new refuge. Mean-
Neither dog nor gun will be hers also will try to eliminate
allowed in the game preserve predators on the refuge, Mr.
as hunting of all kinds is strict- Lester said.
Cafeteria Closes
After Best Year
Eastside Project Given
More Federal Money
Last Semester
Eastside School's cafeteria
closed for the term last Friday,
ending its best school year, Supt.
C. A. Horn said Tuesday. An
average of approximately 290
children was fed the noon meal
daily, Mr. Horn !said.
Any profit from the operation
must go to improve meals or buy
quipment. The local school board
pays only for incidentals, such
as light and heat, Mr. Horn said,
besides furnishing the rooms
and cooking equipment. Teachers
help with the serving of meals,
without additional pay he said.
Virginia B. Satterfield
To Enter Ward-Belmont
Virginia B. Satterfield, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. Boyd
Satterfield of Morgan Avenue,
has been accepted as a
student for the Ward-Belmont
asheol for girls, Neeirvilli. fee
the term et leid."47. Miss SOW-
*di *he is new altseding Mar-
BM* Calegdf, viN 00111 thi
Jaycees Seeking 100
Members By June 1
Princeton's newly charter-
ed Jaycees are launching an
intensive membership cam-
paign, seeking to build their
already large enrolment to
100 before June 1, Howard
York and Joe Wilcox, presi-
dent and secretary respect-
ively, said this week. The
Princeton chapter was sig-
nally honored at the recent
State Junior of Commerce
convention, at Paduca h,
when Mr. Wilcox was elect-
ed State treasurer. Men 21
to 25 years old are eligible
for membership, regardless
of whether they are in busi-
ness in the city or county,
Mr. Wilcox said. gear."
Speaks Here Sunday
Herbert Smith
Congo Missionary
Will Speak Here
Herbert Smith, Noted
Teacher, To Tell Of
Work Here Sunday
Herbert Smith, for 17 years a
teacher in the Congo Christian
Institute, Belgian Congo, and a
missionary of the Desciples of
Christ, will be guest speaker at
the First Christian Church,
Princeton, Sunday morning and
night, May 19, it was announced
this week. kle will also address
the Woman's Council luncheon,
Monday, May 20.
Mr. Smith was born in County
Kent, England. Reading the
story of the life of David Liv-
ingstone aroused him to the im-
portance of missions and soon
he was in Bethany College, Beth-
any, West Virginia, preparing to
be a missionary. He was graduat-
ed in 1909. Nine months after
reaching Congo the Smiths were
sent to open a new station at
Lotumbe, a most primitive
section.
At Lotumbe a temporary house
was built in a week, a school
was begun, a church organized,
and within a short time a hospi-
tal was established. Mr. 'Smith
made long journeys into the
villages of the back country,
establishing outstations manned
by native leaders who were
trained at the station. By 1928,
Christians at Lotumbe number-
ed 10,000 and in the whole mis-
sion a need had grown for n
school for advanced training of
native leaders.
So Mr. and Mrs. Smith left
Lotumbe to open Congo Christian
Institute, near Bolenge, on the
Congo River, in October of that
Year. He will tell of his work
there.
Congress Approves
Housing Subsidy
Veterans' Homes Pro-
gram Can Go Into
High Gear, Wyatt Says
(By Associated Press)
Washington—The House and
Senate finally approved Tuesday
the spending of $400,000,000 to
subsidize increased production of
building materials as home build-
ers reported many structures
would be left half-built unless
immediate action was taken by
the Government.
The House passed the com-
promise housing legislation on a
roll-call vote of 298 to 71. Soon
thereafter the Senate passed the
compromise measure on a voice
vote and sent it to the White
House for President Truman's
signature.
The subsidy program is part of
veterans housing legislation de-
signed to enable private enter-
prise to build 2,700,000 low-cost
homes within the next two years.
The contention that "tens of
thousands" of needed homes will
be left in partially completed
condition unless Housing Expe-
diter Wilson W. Wyatt takes
"immediate and positive" action
came from Joseph Meyerhoff,
president of the National Asso-
ciation of Home Builders.
Wyatt, on learning of final
passage of the legislation, said:
"The veterans housing program
now can be thrown into high
W.O.W. Will Install Two From County Seek
Officers Tonight urray Scholarships
ladys Stembridge, ButlerPrinceton Woodmen of the
High, and Keith Rogers, Predon-
World Lodge, No. 92, will meet is High,are among graduating
In the lodge hall Thursday night, seniors of the district who have
May 23 at 7:30 o'clock. At this applied for two scholarships of
time plans will be drawn up for $100 each to be given by the
a Airmail/ ceniVelgik which be- Alumni Association of Masai
Pei throughout the Make May Stale Canal* this yew. Wens
15. RainsInments will be iiieved, atmoodead this wesik. Vie
dews justellett, and, a clats•* ausda,et
Local Schools
Erd Terms; Final
Exercises Tonight
Pupils, Out Of Classes
Wednesday, Will Get
Report Cards Friday
Morning
Princeton's schools ended their
terms with Wednesday's class-
room work and Butler High's
47 graduating seniors will have
their commencement exercises
tonight in the school auditorium.
Dotson High also will award
diplomas tonight, to 15 gradu-
ates and 13 Eighth graders,
Supt. C. A. Horn said.
Members of the Senior Class
at Butler received individually
lettered pencils from J. B. Les-
ter, president of the Farmers
National Bank, Wednesday after-
noon, and a group picture was
made for publication in next
week's issue of The Leader.
Special examinations will be
given today in the three schools,
if needed, Mr. Horn said, and
teachers will put final grades
on report cards. Pupils will go
to their respective buildings Fri-
day morning to get report cards.
Rev. Ted clightower, pastor
of the Broadway Methodist
Church, Paducah, will deliver
the commencement address at
Butler tonight, the exercises
starting at 7:30 o'clock, and Dr.
J. H. Young, Hopkinsville, will
deliver the commencement ad-
dress at Dotson school, with
exercises beginning at 8 o'clock,
Mr. Horn said.
The Woman's Club, Goldnamer
and Taylor awards will be pre-
sented by representatives of each
donor at the Butler commence-
ment, Mr. Horn said, with an-
nouncement of winners to be
made in next week's Leader.
Cooper Baby Has
Strange Disease
Infant Sent To Louisville
Hospital; Home Given
DDT Spray
James Cooper, year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Cooper,
Scottsburg community, was taken
to a Louisville hospital Tuesday
where examination will be made
of his strange illness, Dr. Ralph
Cash, said.
The baby is apparently suffer-
ing from effects of a disease
similar to both poliomyelitis and
°encephalitis, the latter better
known as sleeping Sickness, Dr.
Cash said. The child became ill
last Friday, and its symptoms
were reported to the County
Health office.
The county health officer
was advised by the Associat-
ed Press Wednesday after-
noon that the child's ailment
has been diagnosed as tuber-
culous meningitis.
Transportation to Louisville
was provided by the Elks lodge
and the child was accompanied
by his parents, Burhl Hollowell
and L. K. Weedman. Sanitary
Inspector Forest Pogue was in-
structed to spray the Cooper
home with DDT by Dr. W. L.
Cash, acting health officer.
The General Takes First
In Humbolt Horse Show
The General, Dique Satter-
field's show horse, won first
place in the fine harness class
at a horse show in Humbolt,
Tenn., last Thursday. The show
Was given in connection with
Humbolt's annual strawberry
festival.
Billy McElroy, Very III .
Monday, Is Improving
Billy McElroy, manager of
Princeton Shoe Co., who under-
went an appendectomy at Prince-
ton Hospital six weeks ago, be-
came seriously ill Sunday night
when he contracted phlebitis.
His condition was reported
satisfactory Wednesday.
Butler Seniors, Band
Visit Mammoth Cave
The seniors of Butler High
school spent Tuesday at Mam-
moth Cave. They were accom-
panied by K. V. Bryant, Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong and Miss Beu-
lah Mullins, K. V. Bryant, di-
rector, took members of the
Buller High Band for an all-day
endue at Mammoth Cave Na-
tional Park Monday.
6 Prone btMei Thedik and daugh-
ter; tedgalibleiNtsp 111Orts-
"Owe they
pat-
r"?"A'.,
BACK TO THE PITS—Miners from the Pittsburg Coal Co. at Pittsburgh, Pa., ride to work in
coal cars, marking resumption of mining under two-week truce in coal strike. Most of the na-
tion's 400,000 soft coal miners were going back to the mines to dig essential coal after a 42-day
layoff, but at least 30,000 Pennsylvania miners elected to stay on strike. (AP Wirephoto)
New Interest In
Senate Contest
Cooper Announces As
Stanfill Withdraws;
Reeves May Seek Post
The contest for the seat in the
United States Senate relinquish-
ed A. B. Chandler when he be-
came Baseball Commissioner
took on new interest this week
with announcement of Judge
John Sherman Cooper, World
War II veteran, of his candidacy
for the Republican nomination,
after Senator W. A. Stanfill an-
nounced he would not seek the
post.
Former Governor Keen John-
son said in Washington Tuesday
he still is undecided whether he
will seek the Democratic nomi-
nation and Clyde Reeves, also a
war veteran and former Com-
missioner of Revenue in the
Chandler and Johnson adminis-
tration, now connected with the
Veterans Administration at Co-
lumbus, Ohio, may be an entry.
Mr. Reeves told friends this
week he was giving considera-
tion to the matter. He would
have considerable strength in
this section of the State, and
generally throughout Kentucky.
John Y. Brown was in Wash-
ington this week, interviewing
members of the State's congres-
sional delegation, and others. He
claimed to have financial backing
sufficient to make a strong race,
if a hard contest develops.
Young Phillip Arbery, Frank-
fort lawyer and a hero of the
Air Corps in World War II, got
the benefit of much favorable
publicity this week as a candi-
date many friends of Governor
Johnson might rally behind,
should the vice president of the
Reynolds Metal Company de-
cline the issue.
F. K. Wylie Severely
Cut By Glass When
Drug Shelves Topple
F. K. Wylie was severely cut
on his left arm by broken glass
when display shelves in the
Wylie and Williamson Drug
Store toppled and fell Tuesday
afternoon. The loss to fixtures
and drug sundries resulting
from the accident was estimated
by Mr. Wylie at $250. Shortly
after this accident, a painter at
work on the front of the same
store fell from a ladder, break-
ing some window glass but suf-
fering no injury.
Committee For Princeton
Suggested By Speaker
Princeton Kiwanians were in-
vited to join actively in the Com-
mittee for Kentucky's work by
Maurice D. Bement, Louisville,
executive director of the move-
ment, at Wednesday's regular
meeting of the club. Mr. Bement
said the Wake Up Kentucky
program is going well and sug-
gested a community program to
improve Princeton and Caldwell
county.
Hounded War Veteran
Visiting Parents Here
CMM William Russell Boyd,
St. Alban's Hospital, Long Is-
land, N. Y., is on a 30-day
leave visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Boyd, Madison-
ville street. He was injured in
battle July 17, at Admiralty Is-
land, and his right arm remains
paralyzed. CM14 Boyd will re-
main at St. Alban's Hospital
about 9 months.
Princeton Youth In
Best Physique Contest
Todd Yates, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. P. Yates. Madisonville
street, is among 12 boys who
have been nominated for the
"Body Beautiful" contest, to be
featured at the Water Carnival
at Murray State College, Friday
and Saturday,. May 24 and 25.
Twelve girls also are entered
the contest.
Princeton Will Be Host
To 150 Bankers Ma 21
Princeton will be host to ap-
proximately 150 bankers of
Group 1, Kentucky Bankers As-
sociation, Tuesday, May 21, for
an all-day session in the Masonic
Hall starting at 10 o'clock in the
morning. John Street, Cadiz, is
president of the group, and L.
B. Travathan, Benton, is secre-
tary.
Speakers will include Merle
E. Robertson, president of the
Kentucky Bankers Association
and president of the Liberty
Bank and Trust Co., Louisville;
Dave Fairleigh, vice president
of the Lincoln Bank, Louisville;
Robert F. Hatton, chief council
for the Kentucky Bankers As-
sociation; Harry Klein, presi-
dent of the Morris Plan Bank,
Louisville, and Leo F. Whalen,
loan guarantee officer, Veterans
Administration, Lexington.
The bankers will hold a morn-
ing session, then adjourn to Og-
den Memorial Methodist Churcho,
where luncheon will be served
at 12:30 o'clock. They will recon-
vene at 1:30, in the Masonic
Hall, adjourning late in the af-
ternoon, Mr. Street said.
All Louisville banks are ex-
pected to send one or more rep-
resentatives to the Group 1
meeting, Mr. Street said, as mat-
ters of great importance in the
reconversion picture will come
up for discussion.
Principal interest attaches to
addresses on consumer credit
and the G. I. Bill of Rights, the
latter subject to be handled by
Mr. Whalen, a local banker said.
Bankers are expected to attend
the meeting from all counties of
the First Congressional District,
Mr. Street said. •
_ 
 
New Voters Are Due To
Register Before June 5
Persons eligible to vote in
Caldwell County, but not
registered, must register
prior to June 5, when books
are closed until after the
August primary elections.
Persons who will be 21
years old prior to Novem-
ber 1946 are eligible to par-
ticipate in this year's party
primary elections to be held
in August. Both parties will
select a nominee to the
United States Senate in the
August primaries.
Many ex-service men who
attained legal age while in
the service are not register-
ed. Persons may register
without cost at the office of
County Clerk Philip Stevens.
Local Methodists
Go To Conference
District Meeting At
Chestnut Oak Church
Well Attended
In addition to the pastor, the
Rev. J. Lester McGee and Mrs.
McGee, Ogden Memorial Method-
ist church was represented by
the following at the Hopkins-
vile District Conference, held
Tuesday at the Chestnut Oak
Church near Kuttawa, Lyon
county: Harry Long, Dr. and
Mrs. W. L. Cash, Mrs. J. R.
Burkholder, Mrs. Fred Picker-
ing, Mrs. Leslie Cash, Mrs. John
Couch, Mrs. F. K. Wylie, Mrs.
G. R. Newman.
Rock Spring Church, on the
Princeton Circuit, Rev, Clyde
Walker pastor, was represented
by Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Sharp
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Sharp.
Reports from the churches
comprising the district, were
heard and other business trans-
acted.
The Louisville Annual Confer-
ence of the Methodist Church
will be held in September, at
Hopkinsville, and will be the
Centennial, the first session of
the Louisville Annual Confer-
ence, known then as the Method-
ist Episcopal Church, South,
having been held in Hopkinsville
in 1846.
Ensign Harold Rowland
ets Navy Discharge
Ensign Harold W. Rowland,
Marion Road, is among Kentuc-
ky men discharged from the
naval service last week at Great
Lakes, Ill. He is a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Rowland, and a
former employe of the First Na-
tional Bank. He arrived home
last weekend.
Joseph B. Kercheval
Awarded Navy Wings
Joseph B. Kercheval, aviation
Mrs. Ruth French To pilot, first class, USN, Prince-
Attend State Convention ton, Ky., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth Trench, member of Howard C. Kercheval, 520 S.
Grove No. 150, will be official Jefferson street, received the
delegate to the State convention gold wings of a Navy pilot at
of Rumen)* Forest, Woodasea's the Naval Air Station. Pease-
Circle, to be held ia Louisan* nein Ina Tumid*. He Is due
" " IMMO sit
Horse Show Will
Be Given Aug. 8-10
Jess Talley Again To
Announce Here; Two
Judges Obtained
Princeton's third annual Horse
Show will be presented this
year, in the Butler High stadium,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights, August 8, 9 and 10, Carl
Sparks, chairman, announced
this week.
Jess Talley, popular Nashville
horseman, who has proven high-
ly satisfactory . to horse show
patrons here the last 2 years and
is widely in demand throughout
the South for such events, will
again be official announcer, Mr.
Sparks said.
Entry blanks have been print-
ed and will be mailed to ex-
hibitors this week, Mr. Sparks
said. A committee composed of
J. B. Lester, Hugh Cherry and
Mark Cunningham has started
selling advertising in the 1946
Horse Show souvenir program.
Hall Jones, widely known sad-
dle horseman of Nashville, Tenn.,
will judge 'the gaited ihorse
classes in Princeton's Third An-
nual Horse Show, August 8, 9
and 10, Carl Sparks, chairman,
announced this week, and Dr.
W. F. Sessy, also of Nashville,
and a recognized authority, will
judge the walking horse classes.
Notices of the Princeton show
have been sent to the American
Horseman magazine, the Nation-
al Horseman and the Tennessee
Walking Horse publication, with
information regarding the stakes
and premiums offered winners.
A committee will begin selling
space in the show's souvenir
program next week.
Rotarians Hear Talk
On Social Security
Jack Rucker, field agent for
the Paducah Social Security
office, was guest speaker at Tues-
day night's regular meeting at
the Rotary Club, discussing var-
ious phases of social security
and answering questions. Buddy
Brown was the guest of Mark
Cunningham. Robert Jacob re-
ported that only five of the
needed 15 softball players to
comprise the Rotary team on
the Softball League have been
signed, with practise needed
soon.
pnossommonnennosonnne‘
More Sugar Predicted
For Home Canning
Washington — (JP) — The
Commerce Department esti-
mated Tuesday the annual
household sugar ration of 13
pounds a person can be main-
tained this year and that
there will be a larger allow-
ance for home canning.
It reported civilian sugar
supplies this year will be
341,000 tons larger than the
1945 total. But it said this
year's 5,433,000-ton allocation
for civilian consumption
would have to cover "the
greatly increased industrial
sugar ration and the addition
of 11,000,000 Veterans to the
number of civilian wawa
C.
Is
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Let's Have Only One
Major Project At A Time
With two Princeton organizations in-
terested in promoting an airport, recent
enactment by Congress of a bill to aid
states and municipalities in building such
modern appurtenances to traffic should
focus local attention upon this matter.
The federal funds will not be granted
to pay for an airport for Princeton in
t,oto. The government will pay one-half
of such cost, provided the airport is ap-
proved by the Civilian Aeronautics Ad-
ministration. In other words, we must
match, dollar for dollar, whatever we get
from Uncle Sam.
In view of the fact that the community
has embarked upon a major project,
necesitating the outlay of at least $125,-
000, to provide the people of this city
and county . . . and their neighbors, with
modern hospital facilities, it does not ap-
pear any other promotion should be at-
tempted now, or until the hospital cam-
paign shall have been brought to success-
ful conclusion.
Princeton needs a new and modern
hotel . . . perhaps more than she needs
an airport. But the hospital comes first,
as a health adjunct and as insurance
against loss of life in time of emergency;
and we do not feel the interest of the
community or its funds should be divert-
ed, at this time, to any other cause or
purpose.
We are as air-minded as most and will
take pleasure in helping to promote an
airport here, in good season; but we think
this is not the time . . . if we are to
carry through to a successful conclusion
with our campaign for a new hospital.
Nothing Would Happen, Except
Congressman A. J. Sabath, of Illinois,
chairman of the House Rules committee,
has written a letter to Paul Porter, ad-
ministrator of the OPA in which he says:
"Dear Mr. Porter:
"Some people don't like OPA. So let's
scuttle OPA. What would happen?
"Nothing much —
"—except prices would shoot up. Every
week living costs would be higher. A
few people with the most money and a
few dealers with highly paid customers
would get most of the homes and meat
and clothes that are still scarce. Millions
of veterans and war workers would hun-
ger.
"—except doubled or trebled prices
would soon cut the value of our earnings,
savings and ihsurance to a half or a third
of their value.
"—except the speculators and profiteers
would have a field day. They would stuff
warehouses and vacant lots with raw ma-
terials and parts. This would hold criti-
cal supplies from assembly lines. Arti-
ficial shortages would grow. Costs and
prices would be forced higher.
"—except workers would shift from
job to job searching for pay checks big
enough to pay rent and grocery bills.
They would move to cheaper houses.
Wives and kids would eat less and there
would be silent supper tables and then
talk of "making ends meet." These costs
would not appear on books or budgets.
"—except factories would have to bid
OTHER EDITORS SAY
frantically against each other for workers
and scarce materials. Costs would be bid
up again and again. No one could guess
what next month's costs would be. No
one could guess how many customers
could afford to buy. Fear would riddle
our expanded production plans.
"—except business reserves would lose
their value. Veterans and small busines-
ses would be hurt most. They would be
unable to compete for scarce supplies or
good locations. Thousands would take
dead places in rows of inanimate statis-
tics called "business failures."
"—except all businesses would be
forced to replenish exhausted stocks with
triple priced goods, if they could get
them, and face losses when the boom was
over and the bottom fell out of gravy
train prices.
"—except costs and prices would chase
each other so high that fewer and fewer
people could buy. Americans would buy
less. Stores would cut their orders. Fac-
tories would slow down and close. Jobs
and pay checks would vanish.
"—except- farmers would lose their
markets. Thousands of farm mortgages
would again be foreclosed.
"—except that we could hardly count
the bewildered unemployed who would
stare at their bankrupt employers.
"Nothing much would happen.
"So let's scuttle OPA.
"Cordially yours,
"A. J. SABATH, M. C."
Caution Needed By All Plane Pilots
Passenger plane pilots face many situ-
ations that call for cool courage and a
mental alertness, without which those
for whose safety they are responsible
might be crushed in collisions. A few
Clays ago when a 25 passenger ship was
cruising through. the haze above Phila-
delphia at around 200 miles an hour a
speedy plane darted out of the cloud
bank pointed directly toward the larger
i craft. There was no time for hesitation,
0 no time in which the pilot could chart a
new course. But an instantaneous re-
sponse to immediate danger was the
pilot's way to avoid a crash, and down
sharply he dived, hurling passengers from
their seats to save their lives. Only by
dodging could he avert a headon crash.
And he took the chance. There was no
. other way to save his passengers.
The big plane with 25 passengers was
' flying at 6,000 feet. The route was over-
cast and the keen ear of the pilot was
1 listening for other ships that could beapproaching. And while he looked and
listened one emerged through the haze
traveling much faster than the passenger
ship. A crash and 26 bodies would have
fallen with the pasfemger plane. This
tragedy was not marked on the list of
aerial disasters. The pilot, a veteran of
many years, had learned how to act auto-
matically. There was no time to think.
Ills hands at the controls dived his ship
and flayed the lives of his passengers.
This town has escaped the dangers that
follow the crash of a low-lying plane,
more by good luck than otherwise in the
opinion of the laymen. During the past
few days there has been a revival of
reckless flying, planes swooping low and
turning and twisting over the congested
down town district. At times they seem
to barely miss the tall steeples of
' churches, and watchers from the street,
. Instinctively shiver. Just why plane
pilots want to fly so low we are unable
to understand. If they expect to fright-
en people below they succeed. And if
the design is to give riders a thrill, that
should not be lacking. We hope such
low flying will not be continued until a
crash and several dead calla the public's
attention to the hazards, for none can
doubt that hazards do exist.
And the hazards are not confined to
those who are passengers and pilots.
They extend to people on the streets and
in their homes. For a plane falling from
a high altitude would crush the ordinary
dwelling house like an egg shell. The
gasoline tank would be almost sure to
explode and send flaming liquid about
the vicinity. Just how the city is to go
about curbing the propensity of pilots to
fly too fast is something for the city
authorities to work out. Being air-mind-
ed does not mean approval of such antics
as a few pilots practice. A majority of
those who pilot planes are careful. But
the reckless driver could cause a crash
the others 'could not avoid. For a few
dare-devils to imperil the lives and pro-
perty of many times their number is
regrettable. (Owensboro Messenger)
Thomas Gainsborough painted his fam-
ous "Blue Boy" to disprove a statement
that blue should not be massed in a paint-
ing.
Norway's coast is more than 12,000
miles long—about half the distance
around the world at the equator.
According to Indian legend, the Finger
Lakes in New York are the imprint left by
the hand of the Great Spirit.
Tropical soils in general are among the
world's least fertile because they are sub-
ject to erosion by prevailing torrential
rains.
Overall output of German factories
operating in the U. S. zone of occupation
is only 10 to 12 percent of current capicity.
Class 1 railroads spent $1,572,404,000 in
1945 for fuel, materiabi and supplies used
to operate trains. •
During the war the Army Ordinance de-
partment spent $125,000,000 on basic re-
search and long-range development pro-
grams.
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Pennyrile Postscripts By G. M. P.
Fred Shultz told the Cobb
grads about an experience he
heti recently. He said he went to
a new school, to deliver dedica
tory address, and en route drove
over a new concrete highway
that cost $100,000 a mile, over
two bridges that cost $1 million
each, pissed a war plant where
they were wrecking airplanes
that cost $100,000 each to build,
and another that cost the federal
government $2 million, now
being torn down.
* *
When he got to the site of the
new school, first man he met
complained to him about "all
that money ($200,000) spent on
that new school" . . . a building
constructed to teach 500 chil-
dren and to serve a section of a
good many square miles. This
sort of thinking is what keeps
Kentucky backward, education-
ally and in many other respects.
* * *
When you've lost every vestige
of hope,
And you think you are beaten
and done;
When you've come to the end of
your rope
Tie a knot in the end and
hang on.
Have courage for here is the
dope
When you stand with your
back to the wall;
Though you've come to the end
of your rope
Tie a knot in the end and
hang on.
You're not licked; do not sor-
row and mope
As your friends seem to all
disappear;
When you've come to the end
of your rope
Tie a knot in the end and
hang on.
—Margaret Nickerson Martin
* * * -
One compensating feature of
the paper shortage is that it
gives an editor an additional ex-
cuse for not using the tons of
printed propaganda poured in
to him by those immune to the
shortage. (L'ville Times)
* * *
Burhl Hollowell cut one short
swath of grass in the courthouse
yard the other day with a lawn-
mower . . . a n d Howard Mc-
Gough yelled to him that he
couldn't pay his fine that easily.
* * *
Congressman Virgil Chapman,
addressing a hospital canvassers'
banquet meeting at Lexington
last week, held out encourage-
ment that federal funds may be
available for such projects "but
if this comes, it will be at least
2 years in the future and there
is no doubt such federal grants
will be based upon the amount
of money put forth by private
sources".
* * *
"This being the case," says
the Lexington Herald editorially,
it is all the more essential that
the fine start that has been
made in obtaining funds for the
hospital (Central Baptist) be
continued and carried to com-
pletion". The same thing is, of
course, true here.
* * *
Horse Show talk was going
around the other morning, when
one of the coffee drinkers asked
Glenn Farmer when he was
gonna buy a saddle horse. Glenn
said whenever they found one
that would give six gallons of
milk a day, of the kind that
Mr. Daum would buy, he'd be
in- the market.
* * *
Carl C. Carlson, former presi-
dent Minnesota Editorial Asso-
ciation, addressing annual meet-
ing of the Nebraska Press Assn.
recently said: "I have come to
the conclusion that the rural
newspapers, together with a
small number of small dailies
and a very few of their larger
metropolitan brothers, are be-
coming the last home of free
speech in this country. They
are the only ones that speak out
frankly, let the chips fall where
they may."
* * *
Scientists have discussed be-
fore the American Chemical
Society the problem of weigh-
ing invisible material on invis-
ible scales. Perhaps the butter
salesmen could help them out.
—The Boston Traveler.** 
The new and modern front
just being completed for the
McGough Paint Store and Lis-
anby's law offices (upstairs) is
a decided improvement on West
Court Square.
* * *
James Babb's souyenirs of the
war in Japan, displayed in the
show window of Eldred's last
wee*, attracted much attention.
Ladies wanted the kimono, small
boys, the ancient rifle, a lot of
guys coveted the Rising Sun flag
. . while some hinted they
would go for the pictures of
Japanese actresses.
* * *
David, who is in some disgrace
because of an unauthorized GI
haircut, said chief advantage of
this sort of hirsute trimming is
his opponents can't pull his hair'
when he gets into fights.
* * *
Mrs. M. L. Kinsolving says the
man who sent us the piece about
the Cash family reunion had it
wrong that she is the grand-
daughter of Elder Warren Cash,
founder of this branch of the
family. She says she "may be
his great-grand-neice" . . . and
isn't going to attend the reunion.
* * *
Registrants came from 38
other states and eight foreign
countries. West Virginia sent the
most of any outside state, 92;
and New York has 58 at UK.
Fayette topped the counties with
999; Jefferson has 242.
Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
SOMETHING BETWEEN, by Marion
Cockrel (Harper; $z.so.
A domineering woman who
bosses her son and runs high-
handedly the factory left her by
her husband: a neighboring fam-
ily with one girl wanting to mar-
ry the son, and another wanting
to marry the plant superintend-
ent threatened with discharge,
and a young boy who takes fin-
gerprints; an old blind Negro
possessed of sight of a kind help-
ful to novelists; a widow with a
hunger, but a genteel one, for
men; a murder . . . that's the
stuff of which this novel is put
together. It's old stuff, but dres-
sed up smartly. You wouldn't
like your highbrow friends to
catch you reading it, but I sus-
pect they will.
DIARY OF A WILLIAMSBURG HOST.
£55. by Helen Jams. Campbell
(Putnam'a; $3).
How Williamsburg, restored
Colonial capital, looks to us is
an old story, but how we look
to Williamsburg is something
new, and one of the hostesses,
though hostesses should never
do it, spills the beans. We don't
fare too well; we invade rather
than visit, we touch, we filch,
and we ask amazing questions,
Mostly unhistorical; do host-
esses belong to a union, do they
show people around for fun?
At times the book is boring, but
the job must be, too.
SHE SHALL HAVE MUSIC, by Rays
Karin (Lippincott; $2.50),
A ballet dancer, who used to
be on the Radio City stage,
writes her first novel, and it's
about ballet. Zina the heroine
takes lessons, falls in love, sees
a rival triumph, makes a new
start, choreographs a number of
her own and, rid of her worth-
less husband, is on the way to
fame and fortune as the book
closes. It's a pretty little story,
but a pretty amateurish little
story, and worthwhile only if
you want to know what goes on
backstage.
SPORT SLANTS. cartoons by Pap'
(W•Ipers; 25 cents).
Nearly 6,000 of these popular
panels, reproduced here in color
between paper covers, have been
turned out by Tom Paprocki, or
Pap', in his 14 years with The
AP.
LITERARY MARKET PLACE 1946
(Bowlmr; 12,50).
This is the sixth annual edi-
tion of this handy directory for
anyone with writing to sell.
A COLLEGE, BUSINESS
or TRADE SCHOOL
EDUCATION FOR YOU
1110, Yes, your tuition up to $500 per ordi-nary school year paid for 48 months
of college, business or trade school.
You also receive $65 per month
living allowance—$90 if you have
dependents. This is the opportuniti
open. upon Oa* discharge, to men
over 18 (17 with parents' consent)
who enlist in the new Regular
Army before October 6. 1946, for 3
years. Oet all the facts at your O.S.
Washington Daybook
Washington—We will be mark-
ing the first V-J anniversary
within a few months. It will be
a good many more months be-
fore we get those important im-
ports front the Pacific that mean
so much to "normal living."
The shortage of black pepper
and some other spices for ex-
ample, which has helped keep
housewives fretting for years
now, probably will go on for a
long time. Spices come from In-
donesia. The war is over there,
but its boiling wake is almost
as bad as the storm itself.
How long the unsettled situa-
tion in the Orient will continue
is a guess. Some shortages are
certain to continue until late
next year, others possibly two
or three years more.
In India, for example, the ex-
By Jack Stinnett
perts say the people are due for
the greatest famine of this cen-
tury. We get jute from India—
our staple flour and sugar sack-
ing. It came through during the
war. It doesn't come now and
may not for a long time. The
same is true of Indian tea.
We are getting some silk from
Japan now. Thers are good stocks
of rubber in Indo-China and In-
donesia. Rubber industry ex-
perts earlier expected a few
hundred thousand tons to move
this year. Political unrest and
the failure to repair harbors
and transportations already have
made those expectations an un-
certainty.
This year and maybe for some
months thereafter, we will have
to continue getting tin from Bo-
livia and the Belgian Congo.
Malaya, one of the world's
est sources, probably may get
five to seven thousand tons
the United States this
That's less than 15 peen
the demand.
Black markets and '
are other factors messing up
resumption of trade with
Orient. In some products,
rubber, prices are establis
agreements T h e agr•
aren't worth much if the
ducts flow into the black
kets. It's a case of you can
bacon for 42 cents a poun
you can get it. And try to •
trade with nations like C
where the Chinese dollar is
rently somewhere around
for one of Uncle Sarn's
wheels.
Across the dark screen of the oscilloscope a puls-
ing wave of light reveals a deeply hidden flaw
that, undetected, might have developed into a time-
wasting locomotive break-down.
Just as wartime radar pierced fog and darkness to
pinpoint a hidden enemy, so the supersonic reflec-
toscope points a finger of sound deep into solid
steel to spot any concealed defect, assuring prompt
replacement of the faulty piece.
Now being used experimentally in Illinois Central
locomotive inspection, this new device gives prom-
ise of being one of many war
-born fools for sharp-
ening the reliability, safety and speed of Illinois
Central service ... tools that are further evidence
of our determined effort to provide you transpor-
tation second to none.
The Illinois Central intends to earn your contin-
ued patronage and friendship.
W. A. JOHNSTON
President.
A
ILLINOIS
CENTRAL
SYSTEM
Our dealers join us in making this frank report to
THE FARMERS OF AMERICA
TNTERNATTONAL Harvester is get-
ting back into production with
all possible speed. Extra shifts
are being employed wherever con-
ditions permit, to try to overcome
the production losses of the re-
cent strike. Everything is being
done to get parts and machines to
you.
While we and our dealers would
like to tell you that this means an
immediate end to the shortage of
service parts and machines, it is
more accurate to say that it
means the beginning of the end of
it. If illness or bad weather de-
lays you seriously in the Spring,
you know how much it throws
you off your schedule. The strike
has thrown our schedules off bal-
ance, too. There are many
"chores" we must do before new
machines reach you.
Material shortages
I 1 C.
The preliminary
chores of getting
our plants back in-
to shape for full
production are fin-
ished, But dis-
turbances in other industries and
resulting material shortages may
affect our plans. Light gauge
steel sheets, brans and copper,
fractional horse power motors.
and many other items are all
very short. The coal situation may
also prove serious—we hope not.
Refilling the well
Both our dealers
and our branches
have run dry on
parts and new ma-
chines. So the big-
gest chore is to
get their working stocks back to
normal. It will take time to fill
the pipeline to dealers—just as it
takes time for you to refill a well
or cistern sifter it has run dry.
Stock and display rooms of our
dealers represent not on*, but tan
thousand saisrwairs width must
duction efforts will mean that
your local dealer can expect only
a small number of parts and ma-
chines at a time. Since we must
play fair with all our customers,
there will be a sprinkle of parts
and machines all over the coun-
try—not a downpour in any one
section,
You will be glad to know that
all repair parts production sched-
ules are far beyond normal.
No hoarding
You may be sure
that every ma-
chine will be ship-
ped to dealers as
soon as completed.
We do not arid will
not held machines off the market.
At the start of the strike we
had on hand at all our factories
and branches just 837 tractors of
all kinds—less than two days'
production—and 405 of these were
not completed. Many of those
on hand had one or more impor-
tant parts missing—principally
radiator cores. Most of the rest
represented the normal daily
"float" between the end of the
assembly line and the shipping
platform. Naturally no tractors
were made during the strike.
What dealers may
have for you
We can report
to you that
our current
production
on TRAC-
TORS in good and we are .hip-
ping at a normal rats. Even so,
there will not be enough to go
around. The situation on PLOWS
and DISK HARROWS is reason-
ably good. On COMBINES,
MOWERS, HAY RAKES, ONE-
MAN HAY BALERS, CORN
PICKERS and many other items,
our schedules have been seriously
disrupted. We must in fairness
say that many of our customers
are likely to be disappointed oa
delivery of these machines. On
MILKING MACHINES, STA-
TIONARY ENGINES, sodium'
other small units we are hopeful
of making practically normal de-
livery.
We know you will understand
the reasons why your dealer cat-
not fill your orders overnight. He
would like to give you the kind of
delivery on machines you would
Ilk, to get, but his situation is a
difficult one and not of his own
making. He is doing the best he
ca
No cutting corners
on quality
There is one
thing you can be
11111 absolutely 
cer-
tain about: We
QUALM( will NOT cat
corners on ea^
ity in order to lit.
crease production in this emir
putcy. For years we have mit
"QUALITY IS THE FOUNDA-
TION OF OUR BUSINESS."
Today we say it—and mean it--
as much as ever.
We know you need new me'
chines—and need them MAY.
But we believe it will pay you to
wait just a little while longer if
you cannot get all you want is-
msdiately. By crafting you cal
be sure your new equipment wd
have the quality so rightly
Mated with INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER for so many ywas
INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
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Baptists Decide
Not To Consider
IC Hospital Offer
Will Push Campaign For
Donations To Fund
For New Building
At Paducah
Following final discussions
among members of the board
of trustees of the West Kentuc-
ky Baptist Memorial Hospital a
unanimous agreement was reach-
ed that no consideration will be
given to any plan other than
one calling for erection of a new
hospital building, Dr. A. M. Par-
rish, executive director of the
board, announced at Paducah.
As a result of that decision,
new efforts will be launched to
advance the campaign now un-
der way to raise funds by pub-
lic subscription for the hospital,
Dr. Parrish said.
A total of $302,922.55 in cash.
and pledges has been raised for
the hospital fund to date. Of
this amount, $36,245.96 in pledg-
es and $24,172.55 in cash have
been obtained since March 1,
when Dr. Parrish was placed
in charge of the campaign.
Although a proposal that the
Baptist group purchase the Il-
linois Central Hospital and add
to it rather than erect an en-
tirely new building was studied
by the board to determine
whether it could be considered,
members of the board were in
complete agreement that this
plan should not be followed, Dr.
Parrish said.
The board members felt that
it would be unfair and unwise
to use funds which had been
contributed for the building of
a new hospital to purchase an
existing hospital," he said.
(By Dorothy Brasher)
Mr. and Mn. J. L Yancey, ofSpring City, • Tenn., spent last
weekend with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. L. Baker.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller
and son, Danny, of Columbia,
Tenn., are visiting her parents.Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagon.
Mrs. Essie Rucker is visiting
her sister in Nashville, Tenn.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Turley Sunday were their
daughters, Miss Ida Belle Turley,
of Evansville, Ind., and Mrs. Wil-
liam Hunt and Mr. Hunt, of
Marion.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Guess, of
Princeton, were Sunday guests of
their daughter, Mrs. Wilford Ba-
ker and Mr. Baker.
"Therefore, it is the unani-
mous decision of the board that
the drive will be continued for
the purpose of raising funds for
the construction of a hospital
with a minimum capacity of 110
beds. It is the desire of all the
members of the board of trustees
that the public be satisfied with
the type of hospital which is
erected and the site on which
is is located. We have several
beautiful sites in mind, although
one has not yet been selected,
and announcement of the loca-
tion cannot be made at this
time."
Excellent progress is being
made in the campaign, Dr. Par-
rish reported. He is now en-
gaged in organizing the Baptist
associations in western Kentuc-
ky, southern Illinois, Missouri
and Tennessee which are in the
area that would be served by
the new hospital in Paducah.
Thus far not a single church has
turned down an appeal to con-
tribute to the fund, Dr. Parrish
said.
Your work in school does honor to your-
selves and is a credit to your instructors. Such
a record should earn for itself the rich rewards
of success in any field to which you aspire. That
you may win such rewards—each und every
one of you the ardent wish of our entire
organization.
RALPH GRIFFIN, Agent
Miss Lema S. Cruce, of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., was the weekend
guest of her sister, Mrs. Ivan H.
Bennet and Mr. Bennet.
The Fredonia Baseball Club de-
feated Smithland Sunday, 11 to
Mrs. Marybelle Simpson is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cun-
ningham, in Decatur, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Parr, of
Detroit, Mich., were Saturday
night guests of his mother, Mrs.
Florence Parr.
Mrs. J. L. Simpkins and daugh-
ters, Sue and Phyllis, were Sun-
day dinner guests of Mrs. T. N.
Fuller and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brock-
myer, Jr., and daughter, Sandra,
were the dinner guests of his
parents, Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
Brockmyer, Sr., Sunday.
Mr. Seth Wigginton and Miss
Imogene Wigginton spent last
weekend visiting in Franklin,
Term.
Mrs. Murrell Goheen is visit-
ing her parents in Detroit, Mich.
Kiwanis Club Sponsors
Strawberry Growing
Clifford Williamson, Trace
Branch 4-H Club member in
Knox county was the first of
93 boys and girls to return a
gallon of strawberries to the
Barbourville Kiwanis Club, thus
fulfilling on April 23 his part of
a contract made with them a
year ago.
In 1945, the Kiwanis club gave
each of 73 4-H club boys and
girls and 20 FF'A boys 200 straw-
berry plants each with the un-
derstanding that a gallon of ber-
ries would be returned this year.
Others started patches also, mak-
ing a total of 15,000 plants set
last spring.
President's Mother To
Attend Family Reunion,
Margaret's Graduation
Grandview, Mo., (P) — Presi-
dent Truman's 93-year-old moth-
er and several other members
of the Truman and Wallace fam-
ilies are going to Washington
the last week of this month for
a family reunion and to attend
Margaret Truman's graduation
exercises.
They haven't decided whether
to make the trip by air or train,
the President's sister, Miss Mary
Jane Truman, said today. She
added that her mother is "in
good health and looking forward
to the trip."
Mrs Bess Truman's two broth-
ers and their wives will travel
from Independence to be at the
White House for the family re-
union.
Margaret will receive her A.B.
degree from George Washington
University May 29, and the
President will be awarded an
honorary doctor of laws degree.
The smallest known flowering
plant in the world is the water-
meal, measuring about one thir-
ty-second of an inch in diameter.
allaPi Stifle's
Thai Saiç Oj stvafrif
A GOOD
PERMANENT WAVE
... and the proper, basic shap-
ing of the hair are required
foundations for a striking coif-
fure . . . We feature all types
of Permanents —
Machine $5 to $15 •
Machineless $6.50 to $20
Cold Waves $10 to $20
OUR TRAINED STAFF
. will give you the coiffure best suited to your individual type .. .
We have specially trained Hair Stylists.
FOR APPOINTMENTS PHONE 2
RACHEL PHELPS, Prop:
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
ASSAULT AND LORD BOSWELL LEAD THE WAY —Well ahead of the pack, Assault (1) andLord Boswell (2) fight it out in close finish of 56th Preakness at Pimlico, Md. Next four horsesin order of their finish are: Hampden (3), Knockdown (4), Alamond (5), and Natchez (6). (APWirephoto)
WHAT IT MEANS
Terminal Leave for Ex-GIs
By Rowland Evans, Jr.
Washington — Terminal leave
for enlisted men may soon be-
come a reality instead of a nice
thing to dream about. Terminal
leave is leave with pay which
almost every officer gets when
he's separated from the service.
Officers are entitled to two
and a half days' leave for each
month they spend in the service.
But few if any officers actually
got-that much leave during the
war.
So, to compensate for this laek
of furlough time, the leave which
officers have accumulated but
not actually used is given them
starting the day they go on the
inactive list.
Not so with enlisted men. Al-
though they too are entitled to
two and a half days' leave each
month, there Is no provision
which says they can accumulate
it. In other words, after a year
of no-leave duty, the 30 days'
leave they have coming to them
is wiped off the slate, and they
start all over again. If they go
through two years with no leave,
same thing happens. They can't
accumulate it.
Even if a GI had gone through
four years of active duty, and
spent three of them overseas,
and had received not one day of
leave during all that time, he
could not be given any leave
after discharge to compensate
for it.
Some congressmen and veter-
ans organizations nave been try-
ing to do something about this
for a long time. It now looks as
- Field Seed
Lincoln Certified
Soy Beans
Kingwa Soy Beans
Tenn. Millet Seed
Mixed Whip Peas
Cane Seed
Seed Corn
Inoculation for Soy
Beans
IN HOPKINSVILLE
IT'S
Cayce- Yost Co.
though they will be successful
in getting a bill through Con-
gress giving enlisted men the
same kind of terminal leave of-
ficers enjoy.
More than 30 bills have been
introduced in Congress so far, all
of which are pretty much the
same. Some of them have been
holed up in committees for as
much as a year.
If and when terminal leave
for enlisted men is authorized,
the average ex-Joe or Jane will
probably get a check for one
month's pay at the rank he held
when he got his GI walking
papers. That's because the Army
figures the average ex-Joe or
Jane spent two years in the
service, and enjoyed about 30
days' leave.
This, of course, will have no
bearing whatsoever on muster-
ing out pay, which all honorably
discharged personnel get, with a
few exceptions. Mustering out
pay amounts to one, two or
three hundred dollars, depend-
ing upon length and type of
service. But officers, too, rate
mustering out pay if they are a
captain or below at time of
separation. At a recent hearing
on one of the terminal leave bills
a congressman remarked that
$300 was hardly enough to equip
a veteran with a new wardrobe,
which he said most veterans will
will need because of their
"growth in statue and in strength
during their service."
But it was brought out at the
hearings on this pending legis-
lation that terminal leave should
not be considered as a bonus, or
increased mustering out pay or
anything like it. Rather it is
simply vacation pay for vaca-
tions which men in the service
never got a chance to take, but
which they definitely had com-
ing to them.
Cost of giving terminal leave
pay to all ex-enlisted personnel
is difficult to estimate, because
many of the bills differ on the
question of whether to include
furlough rations, or subsistence
and quarters allowances, in the
lump sum payment. But one War
Department mathematician fig-
ured the total cost would ap-
proach three billion dollars for
the Army alone.
In spite of the cost, there is
not much doubt that former en-
listed men will sooner or later
get the benefit of terminal leave.
In many Brazilian business
SEED and HARDWARE offices, coffee is served several
Is Your House
Stariding on Stilts?
From the low level of a few years ago values
have been elevated to a new height. There
seems no immediate chance of any reductions
in building costs so the only sensible and safe
thing to do is to adjust your insurance coverage
to meet your needs.
We shall be glad to help you value your pro-
perty and to advise you as to the insurance
required
Western Union Stops
Singing Telegrams
New York—(IP)—One touch of
pre-war Americana that will not
find a place in the post-war
world is the singing telegram.
"Why, we thought most peo-
ple had. forgotten them," says
George P. Oslin of Western
Union's public relations staff, in
a tone that indicates he wishes
they would. "Even before the
war they were not popular with
a lot of people, you know."
Another reason is that mes-
sages "wired for sound" require
not only messengers but mes-
sengers who can sing, never
our social services are back—
easy to find.
"Just say," Oslin advised, "that
birthday, Mother's Day and holi-
day greetings—and our delivery
service is being revived as men
are available."
Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidney. Cr. constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. Butkidneys aometimes lag in their work—do
not act ea Nature Intended—fail to re-
move Impurities that, If retained, maypoison the system and ups= the wholebody machinery.
Symptorna may be nagging backache,persistent headache•
 attacks of disainews,getting up nights, •welling, puffins=
under the eyee—a feeling of nervoua
anxiety and Ione of pep and strength.Other signs of kidney or bladder dis-
order are sometimes burning. scanty OFtoo frequent urination.
There alsould be no doubt that prompttreatment is wiser than neglect. UweDoon's Pills. Doan's have been winning
n•w frienda for more than forty year..They have • nation-wide reputation.Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask weer surighbor/
DOAN'S PILLS
OPA Launches Check
On State Meat Sales
Louisville, (4) — George H.
Goodman, OPA district director,
announced OPA is checking in
Kentucky for alleged black mar-
ket operations in the sale of
meat.
Eight inspectors have been
added to the OPA staff,
man said. Two of the ins
were assigned to check it
terhouses for price viola
the OPA director said, while
others were put to chec
other phases of the sla
houses' business.
,elted3
Everybody reads The Le
When you buy "her" Eogagement Ring,look ahead a bit and buy a wedding
ring to match at small additional cost.
6-dforneed Bridal fosern.
ble. Exquisitely carved, $125beautifully matched.
Use our Divided Payment Plan — Payments as
low as $1.25 per week.
Winstead Jewele
We have reopened
The Princeton Baker
And invite you to come in for your
• DO-NUTS
• CAKES
• PIES
• BREAD ROLLS
Let us make your cakes for special occasions.
The Princeton Bakery
(Next door to Market St. Red Front Store)
4 /Veto .2evinf
 
Roost
Salle Will Mahe 21ou4
allaone Moite Mocleitit . .
Extra Comfort!
Ultra Modern!
TOMORROW'S STYLES HERE TODAY! SEE THEM NOW!
These lovely suites are full spring constructed, and trim modern lines as-
sure you of a suite that will be a joy to you for many years to come.Beautiful long-wearing covers.
HOTILINEVILLE'S LEADING HOME FIIIINISHERS
I inson Favors Price Increases
iF rms Prove Higher Expensesi 
4
, Washington—(4')--.--Secretary of
I 'kct Treasury Vinson believes
i I " •i'• I 3iness men are clearly entitled
104.price increases if their firms
19 net earning a "fair and equi-
," de margin."e
Vinson tossed the remark into
I
• vigorous appeal to the Senate1 ii,, !J 
nic 
. iI, ng committee for "really
1"ective" price controls for
:other year.
kle said he would not like to
price increases, but said the
provides for fair and equi-
de margins. .
'If that means a price increase,
price increase it should be,"
"mon continued. "When you
e increased costs, I certainly
Ink you should have a price
zease unless you can have
ir ce absorption—a fair absorp-
Iv.
an some cases OPA has re-
ared retailers to absorb higher
• -Ices granted to manufacturers
,ther than passing them on to
mers.)
• Vinson said he knew of one
eiiitance in which a manufactur-
;;; wanted to raise the price of
article from $64 to $95 be-
t.ise of a $4 rise in costs. "I
'1,tit it coulda8t see it," he corn-
tented.
: !Vinson reported:
81•The government is moving
'idly toward a balanced bud-
We are reducing government
penditures and paying off gov-
• ,Iirrient debt.
. ''The total expenditures of the
," tleral government in April of
, 41 'It year amounted to $8,000,000-
i'. This April they were $4,200,-
4' 4),000, a shrinkage of nearly 50
rcent. This rapid decrease will
atinue until we are on a
lace-time basis.
i'In the meantime, revenues
n've held up remarkedly well.
-tht has said—' . . . we are well
t • e reason for this—as the Presi-i'
.., • , the highroad to full peacetime
"' .1  '' oduction.'
1 "l'here will be
 some net defi-
'8;; during the remainder of this
- :ical year, but the budgetary
Ntlook for 1947 is very good.
"In the past two months, we
We reduced the public debt by
-,000,000,000 from surplus funds
the Treasury; and this reduc-
will continue in an orderly
VINSON FOR OPA — Secre-
tary of the Treasury Fred M.
Vinson (above) urges a year's
extension of OPA in testimony
in Washington, before the sen-
ate banking committee. Vin-
son asserted the early removal
of price controls would wipe
out the people's savings and
bring a "disastrous depres-
sion." (AP Wirephoto)
way as rapidly as our finances
permit."
Vinson said prosperity or infla-
tion hinge on what is done about
price controls.
"If we iteep price controls a
little longer—and keep them
really effective—the accumulat-
ed savings of the public can re-
sult in a sustained demand for
houses, automobiles, refrigerators
and other goods for many years
to come.
"But if we remove price con-
trols too soon, these same savings
will be used to bid up prices be-
fore goods have been produced
to match the demand."
The result, he said, would be
that the savings would vanish
and the nation would suffer a
"disastrous depression."
Vinson said the OPA act must
be extended "without crippling
amendments."
The term skyscraper originally
applied to a skysail of triangular
form.
(fly Associated Prey)
Lexington — Dr. Leo M.
Chamberlain, registrar at the
University of Kentucky, said the
university may be forced to
limit its enrollment for the 1946
fall quarter to 5,000 students be-
cause of lack of housing facili-
ties.
"Each day is becomes more
apparent the university will not
be able to accommodate all the
students who may wish to en-
roll for the fall quarter," Cham-
berlain said. "With this in mind,
the administration is urging all
students interested in attending
the university in September to
forward their credentials at the
earliest date possible."
High school seniors of this
year should have transcripts of
their credits forwarded to the
registrar's office at the univer-
sity immediately upon gradua-
tion, he said. Kentucky students
who wish to transfer from other
colleges also should have their
transcripts forwarded irnmedi-
ately from institutions previous-
ly attended, he added, and form-
er students of the university
should notify the registrar's of-
fice of their intention to return.
"It is unlikely that any ap-
plication for admission or read-
mission can be approved if re-
ceived after July 15," Chamber-
lain said.
He said admissions of Ken-
tucky students will be approved
in order of application, irrespec-
tive of other factors, and those
approved must fall in one of the
following classifications:
1. A student enrolled for the
spring quarter or the summer
quarter who has signified on
the card furnished at registration
his intention to enroll in the
fall.
2. A former student, not in
the first category, who has signi-
fied in writing that he intends
to re-enter and has had his ap-
plication approved.
3. A new student whose ap-
plication has been received and
approved.
Enrollment of non-resident stu-
deras is being held to 15 per-
cent of the total enrollment.
• Everyone at Arnold's is happy to join in extending sincere
congratulations to the Graduates of Princeton and Caldwell
County and to wish them the very best in the years ahead.
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, 
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UMBERTO IS NEW ITALIAN KING —Crown 
Prince Umberto
of Italy reads the proclamation he drafted as he 
prepared to
ascend the throne of Italy the abdication in Rome
 of his father,
Vittoria Emanuele HI. The Italian cabinet approved 
Umberto as
the new king, but specified his powers will extend
 only to June
2, when the Italian people will decide whether t
o continue the
monarchy. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Rome)
Chamberlain said, and there will
be very few out-of-state places
available for the fall quarter.
Chamberlain added that the
university might be able to ac-
comodate all students who wish
to enroll for the summer quarter
only. Particular efforts will be
made to accommodate all gradu-
ate students wishing to attend
the summer session.
"University authorities regret
extremely the lack of necessary
facilities to accommodate all
students who may wish to ap-
ply," the registrar said. "Every
effort has been made and will
continue to be made to obtain
additional housing."
Enrollment for the current
quarter is approximately 4,300
students, of which 2,250 are
veterans.
The insecticide now known as
DDT was first compounded in
1874, but its practical value was
not determined until 1939.
Ancient Greeks established the
capital of Athens five miles in-
land as protection against the
pirate-infested sea.
Famed Diamond Mine
Prepares To Reopen
Johannesburg, (1P) — Closed
since the 1932 depression, the
mine where the two-and-a-half-
pound Cullinan crown diamond
was found in 1905 is to open
again in view of an improved
world market.
Nine hundred million gallons
of water that had covered dia-
mond-bearing clay in the half-
mile-wide, 600-feet-deep hole —
the Premier Mine — has been
pumped away, and new shafts
are being sunk. A yearly output
of upward of a mithon carats
is expected.
Eye For An Eye
And Pants For Pants
Honolulu, (A') —Honolulu po-
lice don't know if the thief who
broke into Francis Choisez's
home had a guilty conscience
or figured an exchange was a
fair bargain.
Choisez discovered a wrist
watch, a pair of pants and a
jersey had been stolen. In their
place had been left a sailor's
hat, a pair of pants and a jersey.
THIS weather beatentrouble shooter isn't
worrying about your eggs—
or whether you want them
soft boiled, fried, or scram-
bled—or if you like eggs at
all.
But he io worrying about
keeping your electric serv-
ice flowing along as usual.
If that means eggs for your
breakfast, okay then, that's
why he's up on a storm
lashed pole.
Most of our customers
won't even know he's out
there among the lightning
flashes and the sputtering
hot wires. But he knows.
And he knowe he's got to
Factory Subsidy
less Popular In
Kentucky Cities
Subsidization of outside indus-
try is rtot as popular in Ken-
tucky as a few years ago, ac-
cording to a survey of reports
given recently by 22 secretaries
of chambers of commerce to th
e
Mid-South Chain Stores Coun-
cil, Murray.
Not only are most Kentucky
cities unwilling to make cash
donations to persuade new priv-
ate plants to locate in them, ac-
cording to comments by the
great majority of secretaries, of
cities 5,000 to 30,000, but there
is a decreasing tendency to give
land and erect buildings for
lease as special inducements.
"We will take them straight;
they will be expected to do like
other folks who have gone into
business here before them," was
the statement of Max B. Hurt,
secretary of the Murray Cham-
ber of Commerce. The Tappan
Stove Company, with main of-
fices in Mansfield, Ohio, is com-
pleting ri Murray plant which
is expected to employ 700 per-
sons within a year. The company
decided on Murray, according to
Mr. Hurt, without a penny of
subsidy, directly or indirectly.
Another typical comment from
a highly industrialized Kentuc-
ky city was, "no bonus or buy-
ing of interest."
The survey also indicated that
those cities which would help
finance sites or buildings for
new industry are considerably
more cautious in scrutinizing the
soundness of firms before en-
tering into negotiations. Those
offering any inducements what-
ever, usually add, "depends",
"would check records carefully",
"only all right firms", or similar
indications of caution in dealing
with location hunters.
A surprising result of the sur-
vey was that only six of 18
secretaries replying to that par-
ticular question indicated that
their cities would provide free
power or a preferential rate.
This is in contrast to the usual
policy, of most cities a few years
ago, to provide free power for
five years to most new indus-
tries.
Mistletoe is a parasitic ever-
green shrub which grows hang-
ing from various trees.
The age of the universe, based
on uranium content in -meteo-
rites and other sources, is esti-
mated at about two billion years.
stay there till he finishes.
He's got a farmer up the
road with an electric milker
and 40 cows to be milked
by 6 a. m. And there are
hay dryers, feed choppers,
churns, tool shops, brood-
ers, cook stoves and lights
on farms all around him.
He's doing a job that re-
verberates around the
world. Farmeze whose work
is lightened by electricity
are planting more. Relief
agencies are counting on
each little addition to each
crop to help feed starving
millions in other lands.
Each is depending upon
the dependability of elec-
tricity.
Noah Webster, who assembl
ed
the first American dict
ionary,
was the master of 20 langu
ages.
What does this kind of
trouble shooting mean to
the people involved?
To the farmer it means
easier, faster work, larger
crops, more money. To the
starving it means another
chance at life. To the line-
man it means pride in his
job. To the men behind
him, it means pride in be-
ing part of a sound, busi-
ness-managed company
that delivers dependable,
cheap electricity.
In 1858, the cable rate between
Great Britain and North Ameri-
ca was $5 a word.
It's not an easy job, but
it'a the kind of job that
Kentucky Utilities Com-
pany is proud of doing. It's
also the kind of job that
the farmers of Kentucky,
who know what it is to work
in all kinds of weather, can
appreciate.
It adds up to depend-
ability. When you flip a
'witch, you want current.
And our organization
wants you to get it.
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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rum an Charges States To Provide
reater Safety On All Highways
'Washington --(IP)— President
man said recently the 
chid-
e of his country's moun
ting
hway death toll "must and
I be
uman criticized states that
nut the "insane, nuts and 
mo-
-” to drive automobiles with-
imposing minimum motor
nse 
requirements.
r. Truman departed from his
pared address before the
h.way Saftey Conference and
enously urged all states to
pt minimum driving stan-
ds.
e said that when he was in
Senate he studied the, prob-
and learned that more pea-
were killed by automSblie
idents than during all the
. 
back to the French-In-
hostilities. Then he added:
at's a startling fact. But
re people have been perman-
ly injured in automobile sc-
ents than in the two great
s."
e President cited his own
e of Missouri as an example
the lack of minimum require-
ts which he condemned. In
ouri, he said, it is possible
buy a license "for a quarter
dollar at a corner drugstore."
. Truman said
he twice had pushed through the
Senate legislation to set up min-
imum driving standards for mo-
torists crossing state lines, only
to see it killed in the House.
He said some states "are tak-
ing no steps to keep you and me
from being killed by some mo-
ron that' has no more right to
be at the wheel of a car than
he has to be at the throttle of
an engine."
He added:
"It is perfectly absurd" for
states to permit persons to pur-
chase a car and drive it "whether
he is insane, a nut, or a moron."
"The nation cannot afford and
will not tolerate this tragic
waste of human resources," the
Chief Executive said in an ad-
dress prepared for the highway
safety conference he called in
alarm at accident figures ap-
proaching 1941's grim record.
Calling upm all levels of gov-
ernment—national, state and city
—to act, Mr. Truman said, "it is
not intended that the federal
government shall encroach upon
the rights and responsibilities of
the states."
"At the same time," he added,
"we cannot expect the Congress
and the federal government to
stand idly ' -
k YOUR MOUSECLEAN/AIG
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VAtufUSES
GET THE
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ECONOMY
PACKAGE'
UARANTEED
LITER THAN ALL SOAPS
AP FLAKES AND POWDERS
r washing dishes, glassware. cooking utensils, silks,
yons, hosiery, woodwork, floors . 50 home uses!
OUR GROCER HAS IT NOWI
fiiihoii,di indianaix)til
Motorists who know
aster confirm& unchecked. The
challenge must and will be met.
"I firmly hope and believe that
every agency of government,
backed by the aroused support
of its citizens, will meet its re-
sponsibilities fully in this field."
Opening the three day meet-
ing of governors, police officials,
highway and safety experts, Mr.
Turman asserted that "uniform-
ity in rules of the road is es-
sential to safe and pleasant high-
way travel.
"Its achievement, under pres-
ent relationships, also is a joint
responsibility of the several state
and local governmental juris-
dictions."
"For the most part," Mr. Tru-
man emphasized, 'street and
highway accidents are produced
by carelessness and neglect. They
can be sharply curtailed through
a concerted effort, mobilized by
this conference and carried for-
ward vigorously under your
leadership in all parts of the
country."
The President said that some
of the federal establishments,
such as the Post Office Depart-
ment, are directly concerned with
the problems as operators of
large numbers of motor vehicles.
"But," he added, "the main
share of public responsibility
rests with the state and local
agencies of government. States
and cities are responsible for
enactment of laws governing the
use of motor vehicles on public
thoroughfares, and for the en-
forcement of those laws.
"It is squarely up to them to
deal with that small group of
traffic incorrigibles who cause
so much trouble to so many. Af-
ter all, the license to drive on
the public highways is a privi-
lege that can be denied if it is
abused."
Proposals for unified state
highway regulations were laid
before the conference for study.
Mr. Truman told the, delegates
that out of those technical stud-
ies and reports "you will form
a uniform and balanced high-
way safety program."
In a prepared address made
public in advance, Maj. Gen.
Philip B. Fleming, federal works
administrator and chairman of
the conference, acknowledged
"the federal government has no
ready-made program that will
usher in a utopia of highway
safety tomorrow morning."
"What we do hope to accom-
plish," he told the delegates, "is
better to integrate our efforts
and bring about the intensifica-
tion of these efforts in every city,
town, and at every cross roads
in America.
"We must have steadily ap-
plied pressure for safety, every-
where and always, through every
instrument at our command—the
schools, the press, the radio,
from the police and the courts."
SEE US TODAY—
KEEP YOUR CAR SERVICED AND
HELP TO KEEP YOUR CAR SAFE—
TILL YOU GET DELIVERY OF
YOUR NEW CHEVROLET
Today, when you need skilled
service most, it pays to corns to
Service Headquarters to have the
work done. Add months and miles
to the life of your car—and help
to keep your car safe—by having
our skilled mechanics give it a
thorough service check-up at regu-
lar intervals. They do top-notch
work, using quality tools, quality
parts, quality materials. See us
for repairs or adjustments today-
... members of America's finest
automotive service organization.
Save your oar with skiliod service
Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Princeton, Ky.
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EISENHOWER AIDE WEDS — Capt. Harry C. Butcher (center),
wartime Naval aide to General Eisenhower, and his bride the
former Mary Margaret Ford of New York City, after their mar-
riage in Bryn Mawr, Pa. They plan to reside in Santa Barbara,
Calif. At the right is Stephen T. Early, former secretary to the
late President Roosevelt. (AP Wirephoto)
County Slogan Is
Stop That Waste
A total of 24,990 loaves of
bread could be saved every
month if each family would
save three slices a day, Miss
Florence Imlay of the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics told a Fulton county
food emergency group.
Made up of 42 farm and civic
leaders, the group adopted "Stop
That Waste" as a slogan. Four-
teen Fulton county organizations
are represented in the movement
to conserve food for starving
people in foreign countries.
The county's program will in-
clude saving fats and oils and
a campaign against rats and
mice, which are said to destroy
10 percent of the grain. More
and bigger gardens were urged
for all families.
In Lyon county the USDA
Council made the following food
production and conservation rec-
ommendations:
1. Harvest as much of the
wheat that was planted as is
possible.
2. Encourage the production of
soybeans for oil.
3. Encourage the sharing of
farm equipment in order to facil-
itate greater production and har-
vesting.
4. Follow the best farm prac-
tices in order to get maximum
production from each acre.
5. Continue the growing of
[How women and girlsflay get wanted relieffrom functional periodic pain
Cardul Is a liquid medicin• which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and ner-
vous strain of functional psslodiO
distress. Here's how it may help:
Taken like a ton*
.1. It should stimulate
appeUte, aid dlips-
Don.* thus hap build re-
Maumee for the
to coma,
lOOKine etexted 1 days he-INTO fore "your time, it
should help relieve
floTs ai, dni;:per osrely !une-
asiest*.
Try CarduL If it helps sown
he glad you did.
Veteran Is Appointed
New Superintendent Of
Pennyrile State Park
Frankfort — (1P)— State Park
Director Russell Dycshe announc-
ed appointment of James Hop-
per, Dawson Springs, a World
War II veteran, as superintend-
ent of Pennyrile State Park, an
area near Dawson Springs re-
cently taken over from the Fed-
eral Government.
Hopper was a lieutenant in the
Army Air Forces and served as
an instructor of bomber -pilots.
He is married and has two chil-
dren.
Two other World War II vet-
erans recently were named as
superintendents of State Parks,
Frank Willard Kyle of Dawson
Springs, and Kenneth 0. Wyrick
for Butler near Carrolton.
Scout Leaders To
Meet At St. Louis
With "Scouts of the World—
Building Together," its keynote,
the National Council of the Boy
Scouts of America will hold its
36th annual meeting at St. Louis,
Mo., Thursday and Friday, May
16 and 17.
Nearly 1,000 men will attend
the session, representing many
of the 543 local Boy Scout Coun-
cils which administer the pro-
grams of the movement to 1,977,-
463 Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts,
Senior Scouts and adult leaders,
making it the largest youth
movement in the United States.
Among speakers_ will be Owen
J. Roberts, Former Supreme
Court Justice, Admiral of the
Fleet Chester W. Nimitz and
General Joseph W. Stilwell.
A highlight of the meeting will
be a banquet Thursday evening
in honor of Walter W. Head of
St. Louis, who is retiring as
President of the Boy Scouts of
America after twenty years of
service.
home gardens in both rural and
urban areas, and canning the
surplus for winter.
6. Market hogs at a lighter
weight in order to conserve feed.
Lishe t. "0...
Woman'. 01.1+..
he," with Lisa
Sergio. Every
Moeda, Moro.
Astrscals
Bro•deaselog
Co-to:434.M,
St. T. .
See whor o Beautiful
change takes place in dry
skin when you give it
regular "Botany" lanolin core..
These dainty prepara-
tions are so incredibly rich
In lanolin they smooth
aray the traces of drY-
rifts...leave your skin
kite'', lovelier, help 11
maintain the all balance *
needs for beauty:
Wood Drug Store
Home Management
lessons Valuable
After two home-management
lessons on "Care of Tools and
Cleaning Silver" and "Closet
Arrangement," Home Agent
Kathryn Sebree of Fleming
county make )r the following re-
port:
"Eighty-four homemakers take
better care of their knives, 25
store their knives in racks, 43
use cutting boards, 88 clean
knives and scissors with a cork,
46 provide sharpening tools, 187
have sharpened knives, 104 have
sharpened scissors, 53 have re-
arranged closets, 24 have made
shoe covers, 49 have made shoe
cushions, 7 have made shoe racks
and 33 have papered boxes for
storing hats and other articles.
Then, 452 articles have been dis-
carded or stored away, ancP 9
laundry bags, 56 shouldesettes,
33 hat standards and 6 envelope
covers for storing napkins and
dishes have been made. Forty-
six shelves, racks and other
closet fixtures have been added
for better storage. As a result
of the demonstrations on making
and using silver cream, 1,805
pieces of silver have been
cleaned."
The county agent and repre-
sentatives of the Sail Conser-
vation Service and Vocational
Agriculture in Green county
trained 90 veterans and 50 high
school boys to lay out contour
lines. There now are 200 men
in Green county qualified to
stake off contours.
Blackheads too. No soak*
tat,. 
Yea, It is true, there is a safe
harmless, medi, ated liquid calleC
 
 X that dries UP Pimples
overnight aa It acts to loosen and remov,
ugly lolisckheads. Those who followed sim-
ple directions and .aPPlied lOans.
retiring were itIII.11VIY •LI rinolwi,eflt
I ound their pimples and War-Owls& had d i•aliPes red
The.. awns enthusiastically prin. Misr. and
claim they sue no longer arsbarrastsid omy
and are now happ with their clear
complexions. W 
y_
s RISOMS. If one *D-
plication does sot aa_tialy. YOU 49C
double yew vgtoway beaks Arsk lot
Moran today. dam.
DAWSON'S DRUG STOWS
Poland and Serbia lost one-
fourth of their people by famine
after World' War I.
Western
Auto
Associate
Store
Mal
11111111.
HMO PAM
MOM / Every
005d Flom Item
Os I Gearaitteed
Phone 212 Princeton, Ky
Nearly every Netherlands town'
has a cake or cvokie distinctively
its own.
Wm.1 M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
"Your Cab will be there in Two
Minutes. Thank you."
INSURED! CERTAINLY!
That was the pleasant voice of our dispatcher, and we
specialize in Two Minute service in the city proper and
nearby residential section. Equal speed on any call.
We obey all State laws and all cabs MUST carry IN-
SURANCE by STATE LAW.
There is always a dispatcher at our telephone and
should the phone be busy, call us one minute later. We
are open for business 24 hours per day. Our rates are
reasonable — OUR CABS THE BEST.
"We meet all trains, advertise and give 24-hour Service"
SERVICE CAB CO.
Phone 33814
The Most Important
SAFETY DEVICE
ever created —
. YOUR HEAD -
Use it — When driving on the highway.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
Pause
...Have a Coke
BOTTLED MDR At/MONTY OF BD COCA-COLA COAIPANT BY
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMF;ANY
Pasteurized
MILK
Our cap on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your
guarantee of purity, sani-
tation and quality
is health insurance! Serve
it at every meal. Your
family will not only enjoy
the creamy texture and
delicious taste of our pure,
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-
range to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage with in-be-
tween meal snacks.
Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Ceiling Prices On
Grains Increased
Effective Monday
.. ) Wheat Uo 25 Cents,1
Corn 15; Federal
Agencies Act To En-
courage Production
Washington—(41—The govern-
ment has announced increases of
25 cents a bushel in the ceiling
lit price of corn, 15 cents for wheat,
•1 five cents for oats, nine cents
41 for barley, 10 cents for rye, and
, i• 18 cents a hundred pounds for
grain sorghums.
The increases became effective
at 12:01 a.m., Monday, May 13,
and apply to grain now in the
hands of producers and grain
to be harvested this year.
The increases were announced
in a joint statement by the Of-
fice of Economic Stabilization,
the Agriculture Department and
the Office of Price Administra-
tion.
Purposes of the price hikes
were listed as:
1. Removal of uncertainty con-
cerning grain price ceilings be-
tween now and June 30, 1947.
2. To encourage movement of
grain for shipment abroad, for
human consumption in this coun-
. .a: try and for essential livestock
1.,' feeding purposes in deficit graini t
producing areas.
3. To bring about "the proper
balance" between the number of
HERE COMES COAL —This Is the first car of coal loaded at
the Peabody mine No. 8, just after miners came back to work
under a two-week truce in their strike. The mine is at Tovey,
Ill., near this Southern Illinois coal center. (AP Wirephoto)
livestock and grain supplies avail-
able for feed.
The government also announc-
ed the following price increases
in other types of livestock feed:
Fishmeal $10 a ton; fish scrap
It's Bright and Sparkling and Newt
1BQ
That bubbly copper-hued shade that
is so flattering.., especially in this
daring 'mere strip' of a sandal.
$7.50 a ton; tankage $7.50 a ton;
meat scrap $10 a ton; corn germ
meal $14 a ton; gluten feed and
gluten meal $14 a ton; hominy
feed, brewers' dried grains, beet
pulp and mill feeds $10 a ton;
soybean meal, cottonseed meal,
peanut meal and linseed meal
$14 a ton, and minor meals $10
a ton.
The 30 cent bonus offered to
get corn for famine needs abroad
was terminated at the close of
business Saturday, May 11.
Deaths- funerals
Lester Infant
Funeral services for the in-
fant son of Mr. and Mrs. J. In-
gram Lester, Jr., who died in
El Paso, Tex. May 6, were held
at the Eddy Creek Baptist
Church Saturday afternoon, May
11. The child was a grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Lester, Lamas-
co. Burial was in the church
cemetery.
Armstrong To Address
Orchardists At Mayfield
The May field meeting of or-
chardists in the Purchase will be
held next Thursday at the farm
of Herbert Holloway in Graves
county.
The meeting will begin at 2
p.m. It is being arranged by
Graves County Agent Glenn Wil-
liams and is part of the organized
plan for agricultural extension
work in 1946.
W. W. Magill, University of
Kentucky, and W. D. Armstrong,
horticulturist at the Western
Kentucky Experiment Substation,
Princeton, will lead the discus-
sion on the crop outlook in Ken-
tucky and other states this year,
peach thinning in May and June
and the spray schedules for ap-
ples and peaches.
Films for Japan
Tokyo —(iP)— American docu-
mentary films equipped with
Japanese sound track will be
shown at fishing and inland agri-
cultural villages on Honshu,
Shikoku and Kyushu islands by
the educational film division of
the central film exchange.
Special Clearance
SALE
Several Thousand Surplus
Chicks This Week At
$14.90
ILIP A Hundred
PARAMOUNT
HATCHERIES
avorlakinversiseSer..0141114MierM,
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
South Is Winner
In Freight Case
Federal Court Upholds.
ICC In Granting
Rate Changes
(Ay Associated Pram)
Utica, N. Y.—A petitiOn of nine
northeastern states to set aside
an Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion order raising class railroad
freight rates 10 percent ,in the
North and East and lowering
them an equal amount in the
South and West has been dis-
missed by a federal district court.
The three-judge court also dis-
solved a temporary injunction
granted last December which
blocked ICC from putting the
rate charges into effect as sched-
uled last Jtnuary 1.
The ICC's order, issued in
May, 1945, pertained only to class
rates under which almost all
manufactured articles are ship-
ped. At present, however, only
five to ten percent of the na-
tion's freight moves on class
rates.
Judge Stephen W. Brennan,
Harrie C. Chase and John C.
Knox participated in the court's
rulings.
An opinion, written by Judge
Chase, was expected to be made
public today.
The court's action was hailed
by Gov. Chauncey Sparks of Ala-
bama and Walter R. McDonald,
chairman of the Georgia Public
Service Commission, as the
South's greatest victory in the
freight rate dispute.
Gov. Sparks said at Montgom-
ery, Ala., that he had been ad-
vised that the ICC-opproved
rates would become effective at
once.
"It is an economic victory for
the South," McDonald said at At-
lanta, "it will allow southern in-
dustry to breathe freely, as it
should, for the first time in
history."
The nine northern and eastern
states, in opposing the order, had
claimed it was based on pre-war
conditions which no longer pre-
vail. They contended northern
shippers and receivers would
pay more, to the benefit of south-
ern railroads and were supported
in their stand by 53 western
railroads.
$400 Year Pay Hike For
Postal Employes OK'D
Washington, (iP) — Legislation
increasing the pay of regular
postal employes $400 a year was
passed by the Senate and sent
to the White House.
Hourly or parttime employes
will receive 20 cents an hour
extra.
Fourth class postmasters would
get a twenty percent boost.
Estimated annual cost of the
increases is $169,867,973.
Madisonville To Get
$120,000 State Armory
Madisonville—Brig. Gen. G. H.
May, adjutant general of Kea--
tucky, has advised Mayor David
A. Parish that Madisonville will
get a $120,000 State armory. The
building will include a large
auditorium which will be open
to the public for use by civic
clubs, veterans' organizations and
other groups, May said.
BLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham, will
preach at Blue Springs Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
PIN IN HIS LUNG—Jimmy
Hughes, two, flown to Phoenix,
Ariz., from Blythe, Clad., for
removal of a straight pin in
his lung, sips water with assist-
ance of student Nurse Mary
Reed of Good Samaritan Hos-
pital. A physician attempted
to remove the pin with a
broncoscope but was unable
to do it without scratching
the windpipe. The boy is in
no immediate danger and the
physician will try again. (AP
Wirephoto)
At The Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Worship 10:55 a.m. Sermon
by the pastor: "Can You Stand
Up And Take It?"
Youth Fellowship 6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:30. Sermon
by the pastor: "A Contrast Of
Character."
Mid-week service Wed. 7:30
p.m. The pastor will preach.
Our Vacation Bible School be-
gins Sunday, May 26.
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilinoth, minister
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship
Topic: "The Sabbath Day"
7:00 Evening Worship
Topic: "Agents of Satan"
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Blaming Service
6:45 p.m. Tiaining Union
7:30 Evening Warship
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
supt.
Morning Worship each Sun-
day at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
6:30 P. M.
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
7:30 P. M.
CRIDER CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m
Preaching services at 11:00, by
th?, pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m
Preaching services at 7:00 p.
by the pastor.
Farm Salesman Wanted
BUSINESS is good! The post-war demand for farms Is increasing daily.The years ahead contain many problems of readjustment for millions of
Americans, hundreds of thousands of whom right now are giving serious
thought to the security and independence of farm life.
The UNITED STATES FARM AGENCY is ready. Entering our 21st year,
we are proud of our nation•wide reputation and the public's good-will.
which we have earned through years of fair dealing and eemindable mr•
vies. Equally proud are we of our many successful and well-establishedlocal representatives who are today doing business In nine mid
-west states.Our volume of business has Increased steadily for more than 20 years. and
the advent of world peace has already given us solid Indication of futureprogress and a basis for profitable eXpansion.
The advertising we do to Mount farm buyer• is the most extensice In
America. Every week our advertising of farm bargains spacers in news-
papers and other publications with • combined circulation of more than 211
million people. Several mid
-west radio stations are on the Job for us daily.Our fsrnous farm bargain catalog circulates to every corner of the nation
and many foreign countries. This volume of advertising, rolling on for more
than 20 years, added to the accumulated good-Will of thousands of satisfied
customers, assures the continued success of the UNITED and its represen-
tatives. In no other way can the farms of your Community be brought to
the attention of so many potential buyers.
We want • dependable man to represent us in Caldwell County. The man
we *elect must bebetween 30 and 00 years of age, must be well acauainted
with his territory, hold the good-will and respect of his community, be •
mat estate owner, own and drive an automobile, and be In a Position todevote his time to the farm-selling business. No real *state experience Is
necessary, but he must come with en open mind, willing to take advice andfollow methods which have proved successful and which oenform to
UNITED'S ideals of dependable service. Our ambition Is to make two
friends and booster,—the buyer and the seller—with every t aaaaa
Raising the standard of farm selling methods has been our goal front the
start
No °hares to property owner, for listing. No territory sold, appointments
being made on Male of applicant's qualifications only. We want a real man
of high type and ability, who ilosipos to Wild • permanent, pleasant busi-
ness In hie own emomunity, listing and selling farms the UNITED way. Now
Is the time to start. Our suommful representatives are Invariably among
the income leaders of their oemmuriltitle. Write today.
Names L ohamberiaie, IMenesee.
INO ArCalle *WC, Kansas Ow t, 10e.
-., 'A' "`t
Wife, Mother Face
Charge Of Murder
Greenville Women In-
dicted In Death Of
Dentist Last January
Greenville —(IP) The Muhlen-
berg county grand jury has turn-
ed indictments charging murder
against the wife and mother-in-
law of Dr. J. E. Bailey, 64-year
old dentist, who died here last
Jan. 7.
The wife, Mrs. Henrietta Bai-
ley, 33, and her mother, Mrs.
Emma Arnold, 65, had not been
arrested Friday night, but Cir-
cuit Clerk Albert M. Christian
said bench warrants probably
would be issued for them today.
Their bonds were fixed at $5,-
000 each.
The dentist's death at first was
attributed to a heart attack, but
the body was exhumed for ex-
amination and a coroner's jury
held that he came to his death
from a fractured skull.
Since Dr. Bailey's death and
the probating of his will, his
widow has renounced the will
and has asked dower rights in
the estate. Under terms of the
will she shared about equally
with her husband's four children
by a previous marriage.
Everybody reads The Leader!
About 1,150 species of flowers
bloom in Yellowstone National
Park.
A single hawk may devour
hundreds of mice daily.
Thursday, May 16, 19
Dogs were raised in
Mexico for food.
Itirty-four of the 56 si
of the Declaration of lode
ence were lawyers.
We regard it a privilege to congratulate the graduates
of 1946. If you will but carry on in the same spirit whidi
you have evidenced during your high school days there
can be no question as to your success. We wish for ycii
all the success that your splendid record deserves, and hoot
to see you often in the days ahead.
LaNeave and Son
Here's your opportunity
to go to COLLEGE, TRADE, or BUSINESS SCHOOL
with your tuition and living allowance "REV
EVERY QUALIFIED YOUNG MAN WHO ENLISTS IM THE REGULAR ARMY BEFORE
OCTOBER 6, 1946, RECEIVES BENEFITS OF THE G. I. BILL OF RIGHTS
Under the G. I. Bill of Rights, If you
enlist in the Regular Army for 3 years
and before October 6, 1946, you may
have 48 months of education in your
favorite college or trade or business school
for which you con qualify after you are
discharged. The Government will pay your
tuition and laboratory fees and incidentals
up to $500 per ordinary school year and
will provide $65 a month living allow-
ance for single men, $90 a month for
married men.
In Army Training Schools you can study
any of 200 skills, trades, and technical
subjects. You'll get good pay, your food,
clothing, quarters, medical and dental Care
You'll be entitled too 30-day paid furlough
every year. A 3-year enlistment enables you
to choose your branch of service and
overseas theater.
This Is a great opportunity for every
young man
who wants a
good educa-
tion ond the
training for
0 successful-
career. Get all the facts at your nearest
U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
THIS MESSAGE SPONSORED BY:
MORGAN'S
PRINCETON FURNITURE AND UNDERTAKING CO.
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
40 Years of Dependable Service
PHONE 32 — NITE 18
LOCAL U. S. ARMY RECRUITING STATION
LOCATED IN THE ODD FELLOW'S HALL
Boys' Dungaree Sailor $195
Pants Lace back Sizes 6 to 16
Short Sleeve Polo Shirts79c
Boys' sizes 6 to 14
Chambray Sport Shirts $130
Boys', 6 to 16
Ettll" Work Pants 
$229deep blue, sizes 29 to 42
Men'shabr WORK $HIRTS $ 22
sizes 14 to 17 "CV .
Men's Blue, Tan or Gray 
 o
Dress Anklets sizes 1010 1215 
Men's Dress Sox and Anklets . . . . 150 to 49c
Finkel's Fair Store
WHERE YOUR $$ HAVE MOtiE CENTS
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ler-Dalton
. and Mrs. Hewlett Sigler,
er, anno
unce the marriage
their daughter, Mildred, to
Basil Dalton, son of Mr. and
Clyde Dalton, also of
er. The wedding took place
day night, May 11, at 7
'k at Guthrie, with the Rev.
. 
Collier, pastor of the First
odist Church, officiating,
the double ring ceremony.
ndants were Mr. and Mrs.
es H. Cox, Clarksville, Tenn.
e bride wore a two-piece
dress with white accessories.
is an employe of the clerical
rtment of the Princeton
'ery Mills.
r. Dalton is employed as
keeper with Chickasaw
Products Co. The couple
make their home in Crider.
er Alumni Tea
e annual Butler Alumni
was held at the home of
and Mrs. James McCaslin,
t Main street, Thursday aft-
on, May 9, from 3 until 5
k. Mr. McCaslin is presi-
t of the association.
e house was beautifully de-
ted with roses and peonies.
dining room was soffly
ted with candles and the
e dining-room table was ar-
cally arranged.
s. Hugh S. Skees, secretary-
urer, was registrar and Mrs.
rge Pettit poured tea.
irty-one seniors were pres-
They were Ann Lane, Juani-
enry, Cleo Byford, Shirley
Vick, Myrtle Lou Mitchell,
ces Tandy, Mildred Patton,
istine Dycus, Edsel Nall,
Nichols, Henry NeSmith,
es Laneave, Jack Granstaff,
am Beckner, Carnelle Little-
, Eulah Mae Young, Jimmy
er, Ralph Martin, Jennie Sue
er, Rose Mitchell Randolph,
rta Dalzell, Martha Sells,
y Leta Hamby, Wanda Leigh
ins, Virginia Bowie Sat-
ield, Richard B. Gregory,
ette Jenkins, Wilma Gilkey,
• e Pinnegar, June Jenkins,
ys Stembridge and Lucy
mason.
umni guests were Mrs.
Salato, Mrs. Clifton Enoch,
Mrs. John F. Tracey, Mrs.
h S. Skees, Mr. and Mrs.
es McCaslin, Mrs. Clifton
Mrs. George Pettit, Mrs.
Lisanby, Mrs. T. W. Mc-
ell, Mrs. Rudy Bryant, Mrs.
. Whitledge, Mrs. J. D. Step-
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mrs.
ard Moore, Mrs. Gordon
Mrs. James Landis, Mrs.
E. McCaslin, Mrs. Bernice
aslin Davis and Miss Vir-
'a McCaslin.
acuity members were Hits-
Goadaker, K. V. Bryant,
t. C. A. Horn, H. J. Watson,
J. L Walker, Mrs. N. H.
ley, Misses Audie Green, Vir-
a Hodge, Beulah Mullins,
rt Lee Beck, Mrs. H. W.
des, Jr., Mrs. Lucille Arm-
ng, Mrs. McKee Thompson.
er invited guests were
. R. S. Gregory and the Rev.
ster McGee.
'HEARTFULt OF KIDS FOR MOTHERS DAY
That's the way Mrs. William R. Hall, 36, describes her 11 on mothers day in Louisvil
le,
Ky. L. to r.: John, three; Danny, six; Marvin, eight; Grace, nine; Alfred, ten; Paul, 12; Barbar
a,
13; Regina, 14; Sudie, 15; Mary, 16; William, 18, and Mrs. Hall. (AP Wirephoto)
Miss Perle Hawthorne
Honored At Luncheon
Mrs. William Rice was hostess
at a luncheon Friday, May 10,
at the home of Mrs. Claude Akin,
Washington street, in honor of
Miss Perle Hawthorne, librarian
of George Coon Library.
After several courses, a birth-
day cake with candles was placed
before the honoree with a gift
and a written expression of ap-
preciation of her cultural value
to the community from each of
the guests.
Guests were Mesdames Grace
Brown, Lily Campbell, Sallie P.
Catlett, Henry Hale, Dique Eld-
red, George Hillman, Allison
Akin, J. J. Rosenthal, Charles
Ratliff, Frank Wood and Misses
Prudence Polk and Perle Haw-
thorne.
The Leader
ongratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Connelly,
Route 3, on the birth of a daugh-
ter, Paulette, May 11.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pasteur
Greer, San Francisco, Calif., on
the birth of a son, Eugene Pas-
teur, Jr., April 29. Mr. and Mrs.
Herndon Greer, S. Jefferson
street are paternal grandparents.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith, Kut-
tawa, on the birth of a son,
Ralph Edward, May 12, at
Princeton Hospital.
Piano Recital
Piano pupils of Mrs. Bernice
McCaslin Davis will be presented
in recital Tuesday night, May
21, at 7:30 o'clock, in Butler
auditorium. The public is cor-
dially invited.
Rhubarb a n d strawberries
make a delicious combination.
0,
• •
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN
EXCLUSIVELY AT THIS
STORE IN THIS CITY
Pettit Kevil left Wednesday
after a visit with his mother,
Mrs. Louise Kevil and family,
enroute from Texas City, Tex.,
to New York City.
Mrs. Thomas Graham and
Mrs. C. M. Wood, Jr. were in
Evansville Saturday, from where
Mrs. Graham went to Columbia,
Mo., via plane. Mr. and Mrs.
Graham will make their home
there while he is attending Col-
umbia University.
Mrs. Lee Barnes and son, Por-
ter, his wife and daughter and
two other grandchildren of Mrs.
Barnes, Tommy and Shirley
Barnes, all of Beaver Dam, were
guests of Dr. and Mrs. K. L.
Barnes and family, and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Taylor Sunday.
Mrs. Martha Jackson, Memphis,
Tenn., spent last Wednesday
night with Miss Margie Amoss,
enroute home from Louisville
where she attended the Derby.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood and
grandso n, Christopher, spent
Sunday in Providence where they
celebrated the third, birthday of
C. M. Wood, III. They were accom-
panied home by Mrs. C. M.
Wood, Jr., and little son, Chris-
topher.
Mr. and Mrs. In Stevens, Chi-
cago, are visiting relatives here.
Mrs. George Robinson, Dayton,
0., was the recent guest of Mrs.
Thomas Graham at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Wood, Hopkinsville street.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred re-
turned Sunday from a visit to
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Eldred
and son, Marshall Polk, at Louis-
ville. She was accompanied home
by Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, who spent
SundLy night and Monday here
with friends.
Kelma Hawkins left Tuesday
night for his home in Compton,
Calif., after a visit with his
mother, Mrs. Eddie Hawkins,
Good street.
The condition of Mrs. Melvin
Fralick, Dawson Road, is im-
proved following a serious ill-
ness the last three- weeks from
an eye infection.
Mr. and Mrs. William Holsap-
ple and son, William Forrest,
Russellville, Spent Sunday with
his sister, Mrs. Melvin Fralick,
and family, Dawson Road.
Gus Kortrecht, Louisville,
sent Sunday night and Monday
with Mr. and Mrs. Dique Eldred
and family, W. Main street.
. Miss Elizabeth Worrell, Louis-
ville, spent several days here
this week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. I. D. Worrell, W. Main
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Varble,
S. Jefferson street, spent last
week-end in Paducah as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Norwood Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Cook,
Louisville, spent last week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. V.
E. Nuckols, Hopkinsville Road.
Sgt. and Mrs. Diclde O'Hara,
Louisville, spent last week-end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest O'Hara, Mitchell street.
Mrs. George H. Hillman, Nash-
ville, Tenn., is the guest of Mr..i
and Mrs. Dique Eldred and tam-
Clean DENTAL
PLATES
This Easy Way
Al Iltst. • wleallie way
le 0.11 Hata' plats% sad
brides II WALLY shwa.
Jos/ pas year plats In •
glass et wows. AIM • Mae
WItai asaalc•Isla•
spowl. discoloration. Halos and dealute Wawa
••nish th• •rtylaal slum brig-Mims Is
restersd! It's easy, wwwwital and saga
A year as or It RWITS 
oet suarrers away at Moil
Drug
ily, W. Main street.
Mrs. R. L. Putman, Atlanta,
Ga., will arrive Tuesday for
Phone 50
• • •
Dorothy Ann Davis
Hospital News
Mrs. Curtis Cotton, Dawson
Springs, was dismissed Saturday
following a major operation.
Tom Morgan, Fredonia, is un-
der treatment this week.
Mrs. Eliza Hardy, Trigg Coun-
ty, is under treatment.
Harlan Stallins, Princeton, is
under treatment for a dislocated
hip he received in an automobile
accident Sunday night near Daw-
son Springs.
Millard Jackson, Kuttawa, un-
derwent a tonsilectomy this week
and his condition Is improving.
Miss Thelma Brandon, Mechan-
ic street, is under treatment.
Mrs. W. C. Smith, Crider, is
under treatment.
Clovis Houseman, Princeton,
was dismissed last Thursday fol-
lowing a tonsilectomy.
Mrs. George Holland, Eddy-
ville, is under treatment: —
several days' visit with her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Taylor,
Highland Avenue.
Mrs. Charles Fleming, Chicago.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Herndon Greer, S. Jeffer-
son street.
Mrs. W. W. Childress will leave
this week-end for Louisville
where she will visit her son,
Aubrey. She will be met there
by her daughter, Mrs. A. B.
Patterson, Kirkwood, Mo. From
Louisville, Mrs. Childress will go
to Hampton, Va., to visit another
daughter, Mrs. Jack Powers, and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Ray Pat-
terson, Camp Campbell, were
the guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Patterson, W.
Main street, last week-end.
Mrs. W. J. Jones, S. Seminary
street, is visiting her grand-
daughter, Mrs. Kaer P. Vanice
III, in Kansas City, Mo. Mrs.
Vanice is the former Barbara
Ann Jones.
Mrs. W. D. Goodloe, Calhoun,
spent Tuesday and Wednesday
here with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Patter-
son and children, Memphis,
Tenn., spent last week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Patterson and family, W. Main
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Stegar Dollar,
Bovvkags• Green, spent several
dalfiere this week with Mr.
and Mrs. Dique Eldred and fam-
ily, W. Main street.
Mrs. Walter Beane, Norfolk,
Va., is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. James Shrewsbury and Mr.
Shrewsbury, Maple Avenue.
Howard McGough spent last
week-end in Stanford with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
McGough.
Miss Hazel Tyne Stephens,
Chicago, Ill., is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Stephens and other
relatives and friends here.
Mrs. E. H. Whitledge and Mrs
OUR EVER ALERT FASHION FLOOR IS READY
WITH A CASUALLY-SMART COLLECTION OF
Princeton Load•r
Princeton, Ky
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Homemakers' Schedule
Thursday, May 16, 2:00 p.m.,
Friendship, Mrs. Orland New-
Rudy Bryant, Henderson, visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ro-
bert Coleman, W. Main street,
last Thursday.
Mrs. Merle Drain and daughter,
Lou Ann, and Mrs. Al T. Page
were visitors in Madisonville,
Sunday.
som, hostess.
Friday, May 17, 2:00 p.m.,
Bethany, Mrs. Leo Coleman,
hostess.
Tuesday, May 21, 2:00 p.m.,
Otter Pond, Mrs. H. C. McCon-
nell, hostess.
Wednesday, May 22, 2:00 p.m.,
Farmersville.
Thursday, May 23, 2:00 p.m.,
Eddy Creek, Mrs. Glycon Gres-
ham, hostess.
For Sale
1 nice dwelling on Hopkinsville St., with 5
rooms, bath and sun parlor; nice yard and gard-
en; ideal location. Practically new.
$6,800
Also several nice farms for sale.
C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky. Phones 54, Res. 175
Put yourself in line for a pleasurable Summer . . . and ignore the thermometer's
high figures . . . by having plenty of cool, lighthearted dresses that are as care-
free as a day in May—June, July or August. We've a delightful collection that's
casually styled* to be versatile and valuable. Such light, fresh colors, prints,
stripes and checks, too—the kind that give you a wonderful "lift" after winter
darks! Rayon crepes, meshes, boucles, shantung's, oxford crepes and sheers. Gay
little dresses from top-quality designers, to spark your Summer wardrobe. Come
try themoon—see how wonderful they make you look. . . how your own mood
falls captive to their charm! Sizes for juniors and misses.
Emergency Food
Shelf Helpful
hand an emergency shelf
food, ready for use when, unex-
pectedly, company drops in or
00 a busy day, was stated by
Mrs. Mont R. Damron as being
one of the most helpful hints
learned through membership in
the Casey County Homemakers'
Such a shelf begins with the
early planning and planting of
both spring and fall gardens,
Mrs. Damron pointed out as
ahe listed more than 25 different
kinds of vegetables, fruits and
fruit juices she expects to can,
as she did last year, in addition
to storing a large supply of veg-
etables. "In having our home
grown foods, we save on the
cost of living, and help feed
the hungry countries."
A typical dinner menu pre-
pared from Mrs. Damron's emer-
gency food shelf is: tomato
juice cocktail, canned chicken
or pork, buttered parsley-car-
rots, creamed corn, peach and
cottage cheese salad, hot bis-
cuits, butter, honey, coffee and
milk
ROBBED MAILS — Mrs. Helen
Czarnecki (above), 27, is tin-
der sentence of two years in
federal prison on her plea of
guilty of stealing from the
mails. Postal inspectors said,
Mrs. Czarnecki wore low-
necked dresses while she cash-
ed the checks she stole from
the mail, making it difficult
to get sharp discription of her
from cashiers. (AP Wirephoto)
Vegetable ivory from the
"ivory nuts" of the tagua palm
tree, an export of Ecuador, is
one of the most widely used
materials for button manufac-
ture.
There are more than 20,000
motion picture theaters in the
United States.
To increase flow of urine and
relieve irritation of the Mader
from excess acidity in the arias
Are you suffering unnecessary Abstreas,
backache. nut.dorn feeling and diatom.
fort from excess acidity in th• urine) Are
you disturbed nights by • fressest desire
to pas• rater? rhos you ebould know
about that famous dector's discovery
DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT...oast
thousands say gives blessed relief. IlireNP
Root is • carefully blended combination
le herbs. roots, vegetables. balsams. Dr.
Kilasar's is set harsh er habit.ferming hi
any tray. Miniy people M.7 It.aNIM•1•oo
fdlovt is truly amagbig.
Seed for free, prepaid sample TODA_Y,
ill. thousands of other* you'll be OW
that you did. Send same sad address I.
Dopertment D, Kilmer .1k Co. Lae., Des
12.55. Stamford, Conn. Offer limited. Seel
at once. AU druggists .all Swamp Root.
LOST 22 LBS. REGAINS
17 LBS. TAKING RETONGA
Inspector Was Tormented
Almost Beyond Endurance
By Nervous Indigestion
And Sleeplessness, She
States. Feels Like Differ-
ent Person Now
"I was twenty-two pounds un-
derweight and felt so miserably
• run-down I could hardly keep
going, but Retonga promptly
• brought grand relief and I re-
gained seventeen pounds and feel
fine," happily declares Miss Ha-
.; ael Gravitt, of Evansville, Tenn.,
" Inspector at a large industrial
plant.
"I was tormented almost be-
: pond endurance by nervous in-
digestion and gas in my sto-
lhaeh," she continued. "I had no
appetite and the small amount
of food I ate seemed to give me
little strength. I felt high strung
I. and I could not get the proper
I amount of sleep. My complexion
was very sallow because of poor
elimination. I lost twenty-two
pounds and felt so horribly run-
down that many times I thought
don't see how I can make
another day.'
"Retonga promptly brought
-1 grand relief and every morsel
" of food I eat now tastes good. I
sleep soundly every night an
feel lots stronger. I do not nee
harsh laxatives now and my corn
plexion has, cleared up. Havi
regained seventeen pounds I a
within five pounds of my norrna
weight. It is grand to feel s
fine again and I give Retong
full credit."
Retonga is intended to reliev
distress due to insufficient fib
of digestive juices in the sto-
mach, loss of appetite, Vitam'
B-1 deficiency and constipation.
There is only one Retonga; ac
cept no substitute. Retonga ma
be obtained at Dawson's Dru
Store. —Adv
In planning a State-wide
breeding program to aid dairy-
ing, the Kentucky Artificial
Breeding Association announces
establishment of a central bull
stud at St. Matthews. Sixteen
proven bulls of the Holstein,
Jersey and Guernsey breeds will
be bought by July 1, when it is
expected to have about 10,000
cows signed up in nine local
county cooperatives. A barn
under construction at the stud
will eventually hold 26 bulls.
The artificial breeding pro-
gram will offer thousands of
owners of small dairy herds a
constructive breeding program ,at
low cost, it is announced. Most
Kentucky herds are too small
to support the services of good
bulls. On about 130,000 farms
there are only one or two cows,
and on 60,000 farms there are
only three to 10 cows.
But for Kentucky as a whole,
there are about 625,000 dairy
cows, producing $70,000,000 worth
of milk, cream, veal and other
dairy products annually. The
dairy industry is declared to be
second only to tobacco as a
source of cash income.
The State Legislature appro-
priated $15,000 annually for the
next two years for the super-
vision of the artificial breeding
program.
Located within four miles of
Bowman Field, it is possible that
airplane service eventually will
be used in making the program
available to dairymen in all
parts of Kentucky.
New Orleans restaurants are
freezing for national distribution
such dishes as shrimp Premou-
lade, oyster stew, gumbo, bouil-
labaisse and Crepes Suzettes.
Is your car, truck or trac-
tor radiator heating or leak-
ing?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
10th and Clay St.
Phone 50
HOPKINSVILLE
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
NELICOPTERS TO FLY FROM SHANGRI-LA AT BIKINI
• err
WINDREML °TIM A YLATTOP—Osti se the helicopters that will be wed by Joint Army-Navy Task Pies.
One at Slidell hovers Pot above the de* at Usssother sbip. the carrier VS6 Shangri-la: When Mkt photograph
was takes the Shoogri-la was headed through the Peoussia Canal en-route to the' Pidde. lielioopters wM be
used to make radiological reeanashannee patrols hi the lateen alter the blast.
$21,750 Donated To Committee
For Kentucky Promotion Fund
Contributions totaling $21,750,
almost a third of the goal of
$75,000, were turned over to the
Committee for Kentucky last
night at the opening of a drive
to raise funds to finance "a blue-
print for greater Kentucky."
The funds, raised by the fi-
nance division of the committee,
were presented to Harry W.
Schacter, president of the Com-
mittee for Kentucky, by Finance
Chairman H. F. Willkie.
Willkie listed the initial con-
tributions as from the following:
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, $7,500; Joseph
E. Seagram & Sons Company, of
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized Representative of
hi Valls Terrnlnlx C Don
The proud traditions of your alma mater
have been nobly upheld by the Class of 1946.
Accept our congratulations upon this achieve-
ment, as well as our good wishes for success in
your endeavors.
which Willkie is vice-president,
$5,000; Kaufman-Straus Company,
of which Schacter is president,
$4,000; Stewart Dry Goods Com-
pany, $3,000, and Sears, Roebuck
& Company, $2,250.
The campaign contributions
were announced at a Pendennis
Club dinner which was the kick-
off for the drive. Other officers
of the finance committee, which
will be expanded to a city-by-
city, county-by-county, state-
wide unit of approximately 300
business and industrial leaders,
are Barry Bingham, president of
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, vice-chairman;
Lewis W. Cole, vice-chairman,
and Merle E. Robertson, presi-
dent of Liberty National Bank &
Trust Company, treasurer.
Besides the officers, those
present were Leigh Harris, Hen-
derson; Tom Underwood, Lex-
ington, editor of The Lexington
Herald; Ken Givins, Bowling
Green; Garvice Kincaid, Lexing-
ton; William L. Prall, Danville;
Kyle Whitehead, Harlan; Edward
Prichard, Jr., Paris; Ivan Jets,
Georgetown, and Donald Ham-
mond and Paul Whiteman, Louis-
ville.
Schacter told the group the
$75,000, to be raised in the drive
running through June 10, wil
be spent in this manner:
1. Research in preparing 1
major studies, including agri
culture, natural resources, state
constitution, health, education
labor, welfare and housing, $10,
000.
2. Preparing, printing and dis
tributing reports on the 1
studies throughout the state
$25,000.
3. Organizing local communi
ties in support of the state-wide
program of the Committee fo
Kentucky in all of the 120 coun-
ties and every city, $30,000.
4. Office expenses and oper
sting costs, $10,000.
All business concerns in Ken
tucky are invited to participate
in the membership of the ever
expanding Committee for Ken
tucky, Schacter said, and at
later date, individuals will b
given an opportunity to become
members "on a broad scale."
"In light of all these facts,'
Schacter said, "it therefore be
hooves all responsible companies
large and small, which are con
cerned with their own fortune
d ii, e to come m mber
Inspect our High Quality Monuments and Mark-
ers. Memorials in any price range.
Let us give you an estimate on lettering and
cutting dates on monuments and markers in ceme-
of the committee and help sup-
port its efforts.
"In short, Kentucky's busines
owes it to itself to participat
and, if it expects help from a
higher source, then it owes it to
Providence as an evidence of i
MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
'04 HOME REPAIRS
• II you wish to fix up your
home—insid• or outside—se•
us for the money you need.
We advance cash for all
kinds of home repairs and im-
provements. Convenient re-
payment tonna. Prompt ure-
ic'.
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottlnger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
To a lot of businesses, customers are better known
by their voices than by their faces. They order by
telephone—seldom come in person to buy.
Many merchants conduct their buying in the
same way. The telephone is the funnel through
which flows an endless stream of commercial trans-
actions.
Businessmen have grown accustomed to contin-
ually rising standards of telephone performance.
But with the Telephone Company—as with every
business—the maintenance of that performance is
directly related to the maintenance of earnings.
In 1945, telephone earnings were the lowest in
more than two decades. In the current year, even
lower earnings are in prospect. Wages have been
increased, in keeping with the national trend, and
the cost of everything else which goes into the
furnishing of telephone service is steadily rising.
As every business man knows, adequate earnings
are a primary requirement of American enterprise.
Telephone earnings must be sufficient to provide
the kind of service you expect and to attract new
capital for continued expansion.
In a word, adequate earnings safeguard the full
usefulness of the telephone in carrying on the
affairs of the community.
SOUTHERN BELL TELIPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
leagerp•rat•d
• So much easier to apply on
walls, ceilings, woodwork.
• Resists dirt and grease—
it's really washable.
N1W 1111AUTY WITH PATTIRSON.SANOINT PAINTS
McGorgh Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"
Princeton, Ky. W. Court Square Phone 762
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Emergency Food
Shelf Helpful
The practice of keeping on
hand an emergency shelf of
food, ready for use when, unex-
pectedly, company drops in or
on a busy day, was stated by
Mrs. Mont R. Damron as being
one of the most helpful hints
learned through membership in
the Casey County Homemakers'
Such a shelf begins with the
early planning and planting of
both spring and fall gardens,
Mrs. Damron pointed out as
she listed more than 25 different
kinds of vegetables, fruits and
fruit juices she expects to can,
as she did last year, in addition
to storing a large supply of veg-
etables. "In having our home
grown foods, we save on the
cost of living, and help feed
the hungry countries."
A typical dinner menu pre-
pared from Mrs. Damron's emer-
gency food shelf is: tomato
juice cocktail, canned chicken
or pork, buttered parsley-car-
rots, creamed corn, peach and
cottage cheese salad, hot bis-
cuits, butter, honey, coffee and
milk.
Hopkinsville
0
Wicarsonforomen's
ear
I noo rrrrrr sal
exclusively yours
ROBBED MAILS — Mrs. Helen
Czarnecki (above), 27, is un-
der sentence of two years in
federal prison on her plea of
guilty of stealing from the
mails. Postal inspectors said,
Mrs. Czarnecki wore low-
necked dresses while she cash-
ed the checks she stole from
the mail, making it difficult
to get sharp discription of her
from cashiers. (AP Wirephoto)
Vegetable ivory from the
"ivory nuts" of the tagua palm
tree, an export of Ecuador, is
one of the most widely used
materials for button manufac-
ture.
There are more than 20,000
motion picture theaters in the
United States.
ACTS ON THE KIDNEYS
To increase flow of arise sad
relieve irritation of the bladder
from excess acidity in the urine
Are you suffering unnec•mkary dietreas,backache, run-down feeling and Mamma.fort from excess acidity in the urine? At.you disturbed eights by a frequent difsfreto pass water? Then you should knew
•hout that famous dector's llsormury•••DR. KILMER'S SWAMP' ROOT ....thatthousands say gives blessed relief. SwampRoot is • carefully blended coed:Amadeu elII barbs, root.. vegetables, Weems. Dr.Kilmer's is net harsh or hahlt-=Insany way. Many people may Its
effort is truly amazing.
Send tor free, prepaid sample TODAY'Like thousands of *there you'll be $kullthat you did. Send name and adthress toDepartment D, Kilmer C Ce,, But1253. Stamford, Conn. Offer limitmL Amidat onto. All druggists *all Swamp Root
LOST 22 LBS. REGAINS
11 LBS. TAKING RETONGA
Inspector Was Tormented
Almost Beyond Endurance
By Nervous Indigestion
And Sleeplessness, She
States. Feels Like Differ-
ent Person Now
"I was twenty-two pounds un-
derweight and felt so miserably
run-down I could hardly keep
going, but Retonga promptly
brought grand relief and I re-
gained seventeen pounds and feel
fine," happily declares Miss Ha-
zel Gravitt, of Evansville, Tenn.,
inspector at a large industrial
plant.
"I was tormented almost be-
yond endurance by nervous in-
digestion and gas in my sto-
mach," she continued. "I had no
appetite and the small amount
of food I ate seemed to give me
little strength. I felt high strung
and I could not get the proper
amount of sleep. My complexion
was very sallow because of poor
elimination. I lost twenty-two
pounds and felt so horribly run-
down that many times I thought2 don't see how I can make
‘1,, another day.'
"Retonga promptly brought
grand relief and every morsel
of food I eat now tastes good. /
sleep soundly every night an
feel lots stronger. I do not nee
harsh laxatives now and my com-
plexion hay cleared up. Havi
regained seventeen pounds I a
within five pounds of my norma
weight. It is grand to feel s
fine again and I give Retong
full credit."
Retonga is intended to reliev
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the sto
mach, loss of appetite, Vitarn*
B-1 deficiency and constipation
There is only one Retonga; ac
cept no substitute. Retonga ma
be obtained at Dawson's Dru
Store. 
—Adv
TWO
GREAT LEADERS
NEW ATOMIC
ETHYL GASOLINE
:7yet those new motor Uncle
Sam thrilling performance.
ETHYL 
WHITE 
KEROSENE 
CORNICK OIL Co.
R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
-
Hopkinsville St.
•
• Kentucky
In planning a State-wide
breeding program to aid dairy-
ing, the Kentucky Artificial
Breeding Association announces
establ4hment of a central bull
stud at St. Matthews. Sixteen
proven bulls of the Holstein,
Jersey and Guernsey breeds will
be bought by July 1, when it is
expected to have about 10,000
cows signed up in nine local
county cooperatives. A barn
under construction at the stud
will eventually hold 26 bulls.
The artificial breeding pro-
gram will offer thousands of
owners of small dairy herds a
constructive breeding program ,at
low cost, it is announced. Most
Kentucky herds are too small
to support the services of good
bulls. On about 130,000 farms
there are only one or two cows,
and on 60,000 farms there are
only three to 10 cows.
But for Kentucky as a whole,
there are about 625,000 dairy
cows, producing $70,000,000 worth
of milk, cream, veal and other
dairy products annually. The
dairy industry is declared to be
second only to tobacco as a
source of cash income.
The State Legislature appro-
priated $15,000 annually for the
next two years for the super-
vision of the artificial breeding
program.
Located within four miles of
Bowman Field, it is possible that
airplane service eventually will
be used in making the program
available to dairymen in all
parts of Kentucky.
New Orleans restaurants are
freezing for national distribution
such dishes as shrimp Premou-
lade, oyster stew, gumbo, bouil-
labaisse and Crepes Suzettes.
Radiators!
Is your car, truck or trac-
tor radiator heating or leak-
ing?
If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Sisk Motor Co.
10th and Clay St.
Phone SO
DOPKINSVILLE
HELICOPTERS TO FLY FROM SNANORI-LA AT BIKINI
I. V ye PhotographWINDMILL MTH A FIXITOP—Ons ed the helicopters that will be used by Jetnt Army-Navy Task ForeeOne at Bikini hovers NM above the deck of ha mother ship, the carrier VS8 Sasuord-ta: When this photographwas totes the 
-to was headed through the Panama Canal en-route to the. Pacific. Helicopter* willused to mks rsdisI.4c1 reessutaissanes patrols in the lagoon after the bleat.
$21,750 Donated To Committee
For Kentucky Promotion Fund
Contributions totaling $21,750,
almost a third of the goal of
$75,000, were turned over to the
Committee for Kentucky last
night at the opening of a drive
to raise funds to finance "a blue-
print for greater Kentucky."
The funds, raised by the fi-
nance division of the committee,
were presented to Harry W.
Schacter, president of the Com-
mittee for Kentucky, by Finance
Chairman H. F. Willkie.
Willkie listed the initial con-
tributions as from the following:
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, $7,500; Joseph
E. Seagram & Sons Company, of
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized Representative ofhi Vallo Tormlnls C orlon
INSPECTIONS FREE
TO THE 1946 ADS:
The proud traditions of your alma materhave been nobly upheld by the Class of 1946.
Accept our congratulations upon this achieve-
ment, as well as our good wishes for success inyour endeavors.
C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky. Phones 54, Res. 175
which Willkie is vice-president,
$5,000; Kaufman-Straus Company,
of which Schacter is president,
$4,000; Stewart Dry Goods Com-
pany, $3,000, and Sears, Roebuck
& Company, $2,250.
The campaign contributions
were announced at a Pendennis
Club dinner which was the kick-
off for the drive. Other officers
of the finance committee, which
will be expanded to a city-by-
city, county-by-county, state-
wide unit of approximately 300
business and industrial leaders,
are Barry Bingham, president of
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times, vice-chairman;
Lewis W. Cole, vice-chairman,
and Merle E. Robertson, presi-
dent of Liberty National Bank &
Trust Company, treasurer.
Besides the officers, those
present were Leigh Harris, Hen-
derson; Tom Underwood, Lex-
ington, editor of The Lexington
Herald; Ken Givins, Bowling
Green; Garvice Kincaid, Lexing-
ton; William L. Pre., Danville;
Kyle Whitehead, Harlan; Edward
Prichard, Jr., Paris; Ivan Jett,
Georgetown, and Donald Ham-
mond and Paul Whiteman, Louis-
ville.
Schacter told the group the$75,000, to be raised in the drive
running through June 10, will
be spent in this manner:
1. Research in preparing 10
major studies, including agri-
culture, natural resources, state
constitution, health, education,
labor, welfare and housing, $10,-
000.
2. Preparing, printing and dis-
tributing reports on the 10
studies throughout the state,
$25,000.
3. Organizing local communi-
ties in support of the state-wide
program of the Committee for
Kentucky in all of the 120 coun
ties and every city, $30,000.
4. Office expenses and oper-
ating costs, $10,000.
All business concerns in Ken
tucky are invited to participat
in the membership of the ever
expanding Committee for Ken-
tucky, Schacter said, and at
later date, individuals will be
given an opportunity to become
members "on a broad scale."
"In light of all these facts,'
Schacter said, "it, therefore be
hooves all responsible companies
large and small, which are con-
cerned with their own fortun
dt •
Oubianclid, Memo/dal/1
Inspect our High Quality Monuments and Mark-
ers. Memorials in any price range.
Let us give you an estimate on lettering and
cutting dates on monuments and markers in ceme-
teries.
John Davis and Son
Princeton, Ky.
Owned and operated by Keeney Bros.
Phone 96
f the committee and help sup-
tort its efforts.
"In short, Kentucky's business
• wes it to itself to participate--
and, if it expects help from a
igher source, then it owes it to
Providence as an evidence of its
will to help itself."
W. H. Johnson
J. Y. O'Bannon
For Immediate
Delivery On
MONUMENTS
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799
LOANS
Avi
 NOME REPAIRS
• 11 you wish to fix up your
home—inside or outsido—so•
us for the money you need.
Wit advance cash for allkinds of horn* repairs and im-
provements. Convenient re-
payment terms. Prompt serv-ice.
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky
Dead Animals
WANTED
Although the war ls over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING
 WORK,
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
CALL COLLECT
Kentucky Rendering Works
To a lot of businesses, customers are better known
by their voices than by their faces. They order by
telephone—seldom come in person to buy.
Many merchants conduct their buying in the
same way. The telephone is the funnel through
which flows an endless stream of commercial trans-
actions.
Businessmen have grown accustomed to contin-
ually rising standards of telephone performance.
But with the Telephone Company—as with every
business—the maintenance of that performance is
directly related to the maintenance of earnings.
In 1945, telephone earnings were the lowest in
more than two decades. In the current year, even
lower earnings are in prospect. Wages have been
increased, in keeping with the national trend, and
the cost of everything else which goes into the
furnishing of telephone service is steadily rising.
As every business man knows, adequate earnings
are a primary requirement of American enterprise.
Telephone earnings must be sufficient to provide
the kind of service you expect and to attract new
capital for continued expansion.
In a word, adequate earnings safeguard the full
usefulnecs of the telephone in carrying on the
affairs of the community.
SOUTSINIthl SILL TS 1.11PNON. AND 11111.110RAPN COMPANY
Incorp•rat•d
BATHROOMS
• So much easier to apply on
walls, ceilings, woodwork.
• Does not show brushmarks.
• Resists dirt and grease—
it's really washable.
• Fast Drying—Long Wearing.
!Covers well with One Coat
and it's so inexpensive.
and KITCHENS
Only $ 3.85 PER GAL.
NEW SIAUTT WITH PATTIRSON-SASOINT PAINTS
PAceeagh Paid & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Princeton, Ky. W. Court Square Phone 762
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on of permanent peace-
lhngs," pointed out R.
chief of the laboratory's
of timber physics.
of people are going
their savings and
their future earnings
years to come in order
homes. The question is,
going to stand by and
build houses with ma-
we know will only
are trouble and possible
loss, or are we going
teps to see that as muck
le these difficulties will
ed?
lumber is now going
y new homes and other
. Part of it is unavoid-
much of it is unneces-
ber can be dried in
short time by modern
methods. The few
ed to season it aren't
hold up construction
to any important de-
built with unseasoned
y mean excessive plast-
misshapen doors and
ugly shrinkage cracks
, and other damage as
n lumber shrinks with-
building, Rietz asserted.
ult of such defects,
built of green lumber
•an increased mainten-
ts and rapid deprecia-
warned. On a nation-
ale, multiplied by the
of dwellings the Nation
to build, such costs can
to staggering totals.
problem, research offi-
essed, is to utilize to
'mum extent the facili-
knowledge now avail-
ainst this threat of fu-
uble and loss. Manufac-
f building materials will
to make fuller use of
drying facilities. In
ses, it was pointed out,
e standing idle while
mber is shipped across
tinent exposed to stain-
ay, warpirkg, and other
. Shipping charges for
sport of useless indeed
water within the wood
onsumer costs needlessly.
ership in the Lincoln
Homemakers' Association
eased 65 percent in the
en months.
-one thousand kudzu
ere brought into Whit-
13, this spring, in the
of soil erusion.
DRONE FlJES FROM CARRIER — A Navy "drone" fighter
plane streaks down the flight deck of the USS Shangri-La at.
San Diego, Calif., in the first public demonstration of radio-
controlled take41110from an airplane carrier. The drones will
be used for aerial observation of the Bikini atoll atomic bomb
tests. Plane's takeoff was controlled from instrument panel at
left foreground. Once in the air, a "mother" plane takes con-
trol. (AP Wirephoto)
News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice-
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
porters, shortly after the turn of the centut, wrote them.
.4 January 23, 1920. Misses Myr- Lyre and a member of the
tie Engle, Virgie Lane, Juanita
Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs. Ever-
ett Creasey, and Messrs. Floyd
Scott, Alvin Brown, Hoy Tray-
lor, Robert Traylor, Garrett
Barnes, H. H. McGough and
Iley McGough left Sunday for
Bowling Green, where they en-
tered the West Kentucky State
Normal yesterday.
A January 30, 1920. Messrs. Hen-
ry Pool, of San Francisco, Calif.,
and Oltho Pool, of Portland,
Ore., are here for a visit to
the family of James Pool.
January 23, 1920. The wife of
a lawyer in West Virginia has
been married three times. Her
maiden name was Patrridge, her
first husband was Robin, her
second husband, Sparrow; and
the third one a Quail. There are
two young Robins, one Sparrow
and three Quails in the family.
One grandfather was a Swan
and another a Lay, but he's
dead now and a bird of Para-
dise. They live on Hawk Avenue,
Eagleville, Canary Island, and
the fellow who wrote this is a
June 8, 1922. Miss Thelma
Denham who returned last week
from Bowling Green, where she
attended school, left today for
Rochester, Minn., where she will
be under the care of Mayo
Brothers, the famous surgeons.
June 6, 1922. Mrs. Frank Wylie
and Miss Elizabeth Dorr attend-
ed the Southern Woman's Mis-
sionary Conference, which con-
vened at Louisville last week.
4 June 6, 1922. Misses Maggie
and Sallie Wylie will leave to-
morrow ' for Nashville, Tenn.,
where Miss Sallie will enter
school at Peabody.
June 6, 1922. Dr. John R.
Jones, of Cincinnati, spent the
week-end with his mother, Mrs.
W. H. Jones.
4 June 23, 1922. Clyde 0. Wood,
wife, Mrs. Dunn and Mrs. Amon,
all of Cobb, motored to Prince-
ton Tuesday. All motorists fer-
vently wish for the pike.
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N.Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
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By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics
CULTIVATION
With the coming of summer,
drier weather may be expected.
All gardeners know that for pro-
ducing vegetables, water is need-
ed in abundance. They know,
too, that from now on they may
depend on the moisture that has
been collected in the lower soil,
if they will use practices to con-
serve it.
For example, while rains were
frequent, many gardens were
worked deeply to drain off ex-
cess moisture that would have
kept the soil cold and slow.
Doubtless, some roots were cut
off, but the handicap to the
plants was in some degree over-
come by there being plenty of
moisture.
With conditions changing, gar-
deners will now stir their Boil
shallowly, inch-deep, merely
scraping the surface with a hand-
hoe otalwith a slide-hoe attached
to a garden plow. Vegetable
roots should not be disturbed,
much less cut off. No plant Can
spare any of its roots in dry
times. Such cultivating will be
done whenever a new crop of
weeds starts, and whenever a
soil crust forms, to present a
broken surface that can readily
absorb even light rainfall. Too,
a broken soil surface serves to
extend insulation against hot
sun-rays..
Another practice that earlier
did little harm, and perhaps
some good, was sowing seed on
a slight ridge to keep the vege-
tables "out of the water." From
now on, seed will be sown on
the level, to keep as short as
possible the distance the roots
will need to go to reach water,
and to present the least soil
EARLY TO MARKET: WHEAT
—L. B. West, who began har-
vesting his 1946 wheat crop
near Olney, Texas, and send-
ing it to market at the record
early date of May 8, watches
part of it flow in amber
streams from his hands while
seated in a railroad gondola
car. (AP Wirephcrto)
surface to the moisture-evapo-
rating rays of the sun. Drawing
soil to plants to make "hills"
will be abondoned now for the
same reason, and also to save
labor.
Approximately 500 acres of
cucumbers will be grown in
Grayson county this year.
Use of tobacco as money is as
old as its cultivation—it match-
ed gold as legal tender in col-
onial Virginia.
More than L000 varieties of
wheat have been identified in
Australia.
Ky. Farm News
One hundred twenty-five acres
were contracted for in the pickle
production enterprise in Breck-
inridge county.
Earl Williams, 4-H'er in Owe-
ley county, has pruned, fertilized
and sprayed the home orchard.
At least half the tobacco in
Spencer county will be treated
with 1,000 pounds of fertilizer
to the acre.
In Lee county, the acreage
planted to hybrid corn wlll be
doubled over that of a year ago.
Donald Mackey, dairyman in
Jessamine county, is improving
his pastures by heavy seeding
of grasses and legumes.
Members of the Montgomery
Homemakers' Club in Trigg
county are demonstrating to
their neighbors the use of dry
suds while they do their house-
cleaning.
G. H. Cross of Pulaski county
has bought a power sprayer for
use on his orchard of 80 trees.
About 80 percent of the corn
planted in Rockcastle and South-
ern Madison counties is the hy-
brid variety.
Twelve hundred acres of to-
matoes in Calloway county will
be produced for the green wrap
market, trebling the acreage of
1945.
In Casey county, 4-H club
members are feeding 65 baby
beeves for the Louisville fat
cattle show and sale in Novem-
ber.
$1.75 A Bushel For Corn
S. V. Kessler of Taylor county
got $1.75 a bushel for corn fed
to hogs, according to County
Agent C. V. Bryan. Through
good breeding and selection of
purebreds he raised an average
of 101/2 pigs per sow. Then he
skillfully fed them out, weigh-
ing them every two weeks to be
sure of constant gains.
However you plan to spend your vacation 
you'll enjoy shopping the wonderful vacation
and sporting goods sections of Sears latest ca
talog. You will find playclothes and play shoes
for all the family. There's a hammock for you 
backyard vacationists and a "Garden Shop."
too. Shop from Sears Catalog. Your savings pay
 your vacation expenses!
Men's Slack Suits
Shirt 2.61 Slacks 2.99
Smartly styled and neatly tailored, these shirts and 
SIOCkt team
well together. Made of a comfortable combed cotton and 
rayon
material and designed for fine At. Shirts have convertible col
lars
with button through pockets and shirred yoke back. Slacks
 are
pleated with cuff bottoms, dropped belt loops. Grand for w
ear
now and through the summer.
No. 41 P5069 shirt, tan or It. blue 
261
No. 41 P 5070 slacks, brown or blue 
2.99
Matched Luggage
Set 6.95
A vacationer's dreamt This smart
economy set. Assorted twined effect
patterns on pyroxylin coated cot.
ton cloth over a sturdy wood from..
Overnight cows (171/2 x 101/2
51/2 in.) nests inside Week-end
case (201/4 x 12 x 5% tn.).
No. 6 P 093751 695
MEN'S FAMOUS JEEPS TENNIS SHOES... . NO 76P9503 
 
..2.19
DROP-FORGED HOR5IS140E SIT .. ....NO. 6 1 02584  
 • 4.39
COOL, BARE T-STRAP SANDALS WITH PLATFORM AND WEDGE HE
R NO. 34P 7710......3.98
SIX SAIL CROQUET SET. COMPLETE WITH RACK. • ..NO 6 102569 
.4.39
NOW
SHOWING
rum great wantauc stars HI Ulat great dramatic sensation!
PAUL HENREID
GRECJO I
NE 
VEIREFI
161111i IMT!
NNCY coam.tam MY DAME HAY IVFIIHT f9AtiffN • Allan CISIMANemass
Plus These Short Units!
NEWS — SCREEN SNAPSHOTS — SPORTS
g s 
1044,
'4 TEX HARDING JEAN STEVENS • JOHN CALVERT
Added Features!
COMIC IN COLOR —NO. 8 "MONSTER & APE"
Her Eyes Promise
LOI/e.
Her Lips Decree
PeArhil
Lovely
priestess of
the Leopard Men
. . sworn to put
Tarzon to fiendish
torture!
JOYCE SHEFFIELD
wm, ACQUANETIA Produced by• SOL LESSER
Aesociste Producer and Director 1557 NEUMANN
seer re, gm r••• sr WK. Mono
fro Me Damao Crme. W.55,R Mt 5U.00411111
Added Enjoyment!
"HUSH MY MOUSE—COMIC IN COLOR
EDGAR KENNEDY COMEDY
PARAMOUNT NEWS
TUES. & WED., MAY 21-22- -
ANNA NEAGLE
REX HARRISON
DEAN JAGGER • IRENE MANN
ING
Added Treats!
COMIC IN COLOR
MUSI1FAL REVUE
!SPORTS
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An Ordinance
Relating to traffic and regula-
ing use of public Streets in the
city of Princeton, Ky.; defining
and establishing parking meter
zones and regulating and con-
trolling and providing for in-
spection of the time parking of
vehicles therein by the use of
parking meters; prescribing lim-
its of time for parking in park-
ing meter zones; and providing
for enforcement of this Ordin-
ance and punishment for its
violation.
Section 1. Definitions: When-
ever in this ordinance the fol-
lowing terms are used, they shall
have the meanings respectively
ascribed to them in this section:
Street. Every way set apart
for public travel except alley-
ways, bridle paths and foot
paths.
Roadway: That portion of a
Street between the regularly
established curb lines.
Sidewalk. That portion of a
street between the curb lines
and the adjacent property lines.
Vehicle. A conveyance pro-
pelled by motor power.
Parking Meter Zones. Parking
Meter Zones shall mean portions
of streets described and estab-
lished by the City Council as
zones within which the parking
of vehicles shall be controlled,
regulated, and inspected with
the aid of timing devices or met-
ers, herein referred to as park-
ing meters or meters.
Section 2. The following por-
tions of streets are hereby es-
tablished as parking meter zones:
Main Street between Franklin
Street and Harrison Street; both
sides; West Court Square and
tbIk
rectin 5
GRADS OF 46
East Court Square, both sides.
'Section 3. The Street Commis-
sioner is hereby authorized and
directed to install meters in all
parking meter zones hereby es-
tatlished or hereinafter estab-
lished by the City Council for
the purpose of, and in such
numbers and at such places as
in his judgment may be •neses-
sary to the regulation, control
and inspection of the parking
of vehicles therein, including the
reservation of loading zones for
commercial vehicles.
Section 4. Parking meters in-
stalled in parking meter zones
shall be installed upon the curb
immediately adjacent to the in-
dividual parking spaces herein-
after described, and each park-
ing meter shall be so construct-
ed and adjusted as to show
when properly operated a sig-
nal that the space adjacent to
which it is installed is or is not
legally is use.
Section 5. The Street Commis-
sioner shall have lines or mark-
ings painted upon the curb or
street adjacent to each parking
meter, designating the parking
space for which said meter is
to be used, and each vehicle
parked adjacent to any parking
meter shall park within said
lines or markings. It shall be un-
lawful to park any vehicle across
arrY such line or marking, or to
park a vehicle in such a position
that it shall not be entirely with-
in the space designated by such
lines or markings.
Section 6. It shall be unlaw-
ful for any person to cause, al-
low, permit, or suffer any ve-
hicle registered in his name or
To the scores of high
school graduates of
Princeton and Caldwell
County we proudly ded-
icate this space. Best
wishes for your success.
Mark Cunningham
"The Man with the Plan"
The diploma you are about to receive is
much more than what it appears to be — it is
the key to' your future. Make good use of it to
unlock the opportunities which should be yours
by right.
$6.75 up
Written 18 Mos.
Ouoronte•
Western Auto
Associate Store
Hatise-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
MOM US rimorropt
PRINCESS ELIZABETH GOES TO THE BALL — Princess Elizabeth dances with Captain Lord
Rupert Nevill, a captain in the Life Guards, at the Royal and Merchant Navy Ball at Dorchester
Hotel, London, as she attends her first charity ball. She wore a long-skirted gown of Cam-
bridge-blue satin, with a basque bodice and three-quarter length sleeves. (AP Wirephoto)
operated or controlled by him
to be upon any street within
a parking meter zone in any
space adjacent to which a park-
ing meter is installed, at any
time during which the meter
is showing a signal indicating
that such space is illegally in
use—other than such time as is
necessary to operate the meter
to show legal parking—between
the hours of 8:00 o'clock A. M.
and 6:00 o'clock P. M. of any
day, except Saturdays and from
8:00 o'clock A. M. and 8:00 o'clock
P. M. on Saturdays, Sundays and
legal holidays excepted.
Section 7. Parking meters when
installed and properly operated,
shall be so adjusted as to show
legal parking during a period
of twelve minutes upon and aft-
er the deposit therein of a Unit-
ed States one cent coin, twenty-
four minutes upon and after the
deposit therein of two United
States one cent coins, thirty-six
minutes upon and after the de-
posit therein of three United
States one cent coins, forty-eight
minutes upon and after the de-
posit therein of four United
States one cent coins, sixty min-
utes upon and after the deposit
therein of five United States one
cent coins or one United States
five cent coin, and one hundred
twenty-five minutes upon and
after the dgposit therein of five
United States one cent coins
and one United States five cent
coin or two United States five
cent coins. Payments of the
aforesaid amounts for the above
periods shall be made for park-
ing in the areas set forth here-
inabove.
Section 8.- It shall be unlaw-
ful to deposit or cause t? be
deposited in any parking meter
any slug, device, or metallic
substitute for a one cent or a
five cent coin of the United
States.
Section 9. It shall be unlaw-
ful for any unauthorized per-
son to open, or for any person
to deface, injure, tamper with,
or wilfully break, destroy, or im-
pair the usefulness of any park-
ing meter installed pursuant to
this ordinance, or to hitch any
animals thereto.
Section 10. It shall be the
duty of the Princeton Police
Force, under the direction of the
City Council to keep account of
all violations of this ordinance.
(a) He shall keep an account
of and report the number of
each parking meter which indi-
cates that the vehicle occupy-
ing space adjacent to such park-
ing meter is or has been parked
in violation of any of the pro-
visions of this ordinance, the
date and hour of such violation,
the make and the state license
number of such vehicle, and any
other facts i knowledge of which
is necessary to a thoroutth un-
derstanding of the circumstances
attending such violation.
(b) He shall attach to such
vehicle a notice stating that it
has been parked in violation of
this ordinance, and instructing
the owner or operator to report
to the City Judge in regard to
such violation. The owner or
operator may, within twenty-
four (24) hours after the time
when such notice was attached
to such vehicle, pay the City
Judge or his duly authorized
•Judge protem in full satisfaction
of such violation, the sum of
One ($1.00) Dollar.
Section 11. Any person violat-
ing any provision of this ordin-
ance shall be deemed guilty of
STEP LADDERS
8 Ft. and 10 Ft. Lengths
LAWN CHAIRS
Poplar Lumber
Bolted Construction
$4.25 Each
IN HOPKINSVILLE
IT'S
Cayce-Yost Co.
REMEMBER . . .
a misdemeanor, and upon con-
viction thereof shall be punish-
able by a fine not exceeding
$5.00 or by imprinonmeAt in the
city jail of the City of Prince-
ton for a period not exceeding
3 days, or by both such fine
and imprisonment. The provis-
ions in this paragraph are sub-
ject to the provisions of Section
10(b) of this ordinance.
Section 12. The amount of the
coins required to be deposited
in parking meters as provided
herein is hereby levied and as-
sessed as a fee to provide for
the proper regulation, control,
and inspection of traffic upon
the public streets, and to cover
the cost of supervising, regulat-
ing, and inspecting the parking
obovehicles in the parking meter
zones provided for herein, the
cost of placing and maintaining
lines or markings designating
parking spaces in parking meter
zones, and the cost of the pur-
chase, supervision, protection,
inspection, installation, operation,
maintenance, control, and use of
the parking meters installed
hereunder, and the special fund
in which such fees shall be
placed shall be devoted exclus-
ively to those purposes.
Section 13. It shall be the duty
of the City Council to designate
some person or persons to make
regular collections of the money
deposited in said parking met-
ers, and delivering the money
to the City Treasurer, and it
shall also be the duty of the
City Treasurer to count the
money and place it in a special
fund to be known as the "Park-
ing Meter Fund," which fund
'Try it once, lady ... the amazing new Satini
Creme Shampoo with Lanolin. Then you'll
never touch your hair with ordinary shampoos
again! Satins cleans hair quickly and thor-
oughly. and leaves it soft. easy-to-manage—
sparkling with natural beauty Juet a dab
applied to the hair line ... • bit of water. ..a
brisk =mange . . and your hair is bathed in
refreshing, gent le-cleansin g lat her. A brief water
rinse • .. and there you are! ... hair sparkling
clean, glowing with natural high-lights.
S•tine produces • thick, rich, cleanning lather
in both HARD and 9017 watet. Compounded
of the purest product. of nature ... safe for
even baby'. hair and scalp.
CREME $1
.r.M SHAMPOO
.4t lour Fasorite Druggist and Beauty Shop
You Grist Drive
"Cars oF the Future
TODAY • • •
It will pay you to confinue to conserve your present car — it will
pay you to continue to get skilled, dependable service at your
FORD dealer at regular intervals — because, despite over-opti-
mistic reports, it will be some time before new cars are available
in large volume for the general public.. . Make certain of having
reliable daily transportation — see us for service now and
regularly!
• MODERN TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
• EXPERT TRAINED MECHANICS
• AUTHORIZED PARTS
Chambers-Moore Motors
PHONE 100 PRINCETON, KY.
Truman Invited
To Dedication
President Asked To At-
tend Ceremony At Mam-
moth Cave Park
Washington—Chairman of the
executive committee on arrange-
ments for the dedication of
Mammoth Cave National Park,
Eugene Stuart, Louisville, was
in Washington last weekend to
extend a formal invitation to
President Truman to attend.
Date of the dedication will be
set at a time convenient to the
President, Secretary of the In-
terior J. A. Krug and Newton
B. Drury, director of the National
Park Service.
Stuart and Tom Wallace, edi-
tor of The Times and a member
of the committee, confered with
Krug and Drury and set a tenta-
tive date sometime in September
shall be used exclusively for the
purposes specified in Section 12.
Such person or persons making
such collections shall be bonded
in the sum of One Thousand
Dollars to insure the faithful
performance of his or their
duties.
Section 14. This ordinance shall
be deemed to be in addition and
supplementary to, and not in
conflict with, nor a repeal of
existing ordinances of this city,
but shall be an .additional pro-
vision for the regulation of traf-
fic and parking in the parking
meter zones provideefor herein.
Section 15. If any section, part
of section, sentence, clause, or
phrase of this ordinance shall
be held to be unconstitutional or
invalid, the remaining provisions
hereof shall nevertheless remain
in full force and effect.
Section 16. All ordinances or
parts of ordinances or resolu-
tions in conflict with the pro-
visions of this ordinance are
hereby repealed.
Section 17. This ordinance shall
take effect and be in force on
band after final passage, adoption
and publication.
First read at a regular meet-
ing of the City Council of the
City of Princeton, Ky., held on
the 6th day of May, 1946, and
finally read and passed at a
regular meeting of the City
Council of the City of Prince-
ton held on the 13th day of
May, 1946, by the following
votes:
Ayes: 5.
Noes: O.
Absent: 1. (Gus Jones.)
Councilmen: Den h am, Joe
Jones, Stone, Morgan, Wadling-
ton.
Approved this 13 day of May,
1946.
DR. W. L CASH, Mayor
of the City of Princeton, Ky.
Attest: Garland Quisenberry,
City Clerk. -
Tobacco-Crop Estimate
Is Raised By U. S.
Washington, (./P)—The Agricul-
ture Department said the revis-
ed estimate of 1945 tobacco pro-
duction is 1,998,000,000 pounds
—2 percent above the 1944 crop,
and more than 43 percent above
instead of June, as provided in
the original plans.
The park has been under the
direction of the National Park
Service since June, 1941, but the
war prevented formal dedication
ceremonies.
Thursday, may
the 1934-43 average.
Production 01 Burley
was placed at 578,000
'
second only to the rec,
of 591,000,000 in 1944.
The total of all f
types, 1,174,000,000 po
about the same as in
December, a new tee
above the 1939 crop.
A quick lunch can be
by combining a can of
cream of mushroom
one can of tuna fish. Se
curry powder.
MY FAVORITE PAP
FOR THE MICE
-•
evss•vi
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
SEMI-LUSTR
WALL FINIS
It's the housewives' favorite!
Semi-Lustre Wall Finish
gives rich color and lasting
beauty to kitcheq and bath-
room walls as well as wood-
work throughout the house.
Amazingly washable... cuts
housecleaning time!
WE SELL 
$2MIRACLE WALL FINISH'
Eldred Hardware C
Phone 321
Be A Booster For Your
Home Community!
Affiliate Now With The New
. Princeton
eitawaeit aj aunoteAce
Our Goal Is
100 Members
By June 1
This organization is to build young men and to improve the commu.
ity . . . Ages, 21 to 35. It is not necessary that you be in business
order to be eligible for membership in the JAYCEES.
May is Membership Month . . . Our roll has 71 names now and
want at least 29 more members before the month ends. Be one! Y.
will help the Jaycees and the Jaycees will help you.
OUR CHAPTER IS ALREADY ONE OF THE STRONG DP.
IN KENTUCKY. . . HELP MAKE IT MORE OUTSTANDINI
BY JOINING NOW . .. FOR A BETTER COMMUNITY
This advertisement sponsored by:
Littlepage Grocery Shrewsbury Radio Service
Mitchell Implement Co. Hodge Motor Sales
Chambers and Moore People's Service Market
Henrietta Hotel Western Auto Associate Sto
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May 16, 1940
inson To Speak
UK Graduates
(ny Assuelated Press)
xinglon — Secretary of the
asury Fred M. Vinson, a na-
• Kentuckian, will deliver the
encement address at the
annual June exercises at
University of Kentucky June
Dr. H. L. Donovan, 
school
sident, announced this week,
tom whose home is at
isa, has served in State and
• 81 public affairs almost 30
He was elected to Con-
• in 1923, after serving as
• onwealth's attorney in the
Judicial District.
1938, he resigned his con-
'onal seat to accept ap-
tment by the late President
velt as associate justice of
United States Circuit Court
Appeals for the District of
umbia.
e left the tribunal in 1943
become director of the Of-
of Economic Stabilization,
two years later he was
ferred to the post of fed-
loan administrator. In one
esident Roosevelt's last ma-
appointments, Vinson was
ed war mobilization direc-
April 2, 1945.
was from the latter post
t President Truman called
on to become Treasury sec-
PARTED-- T. W. Sutton, 74, said his young, pretty 16-year-old
bride, the former Virmie Holden, left their Houstorr, Mo., home
May 3 and he hasn't seen or heard from her since. The couple
are shown in their home a few days after their Easter Sunday
marriage. (AP Wirephoto)
retary succeeding Henry Mor-
genthau, Jr., who had resigned.
He was graduated from Cen-
tral Normal college in 1908. He
received his B. A. and LL.B. de-
grees from Centre college.
Tailored and fancy numbers in Juniors
and Ladies. Also spring and summer skirts
and blouses.
Sula & Eliza Nall
leaders Tell
Why Building
Supplies Lag
New York, May 18—(4)—
Building material shortages now
are threatening the veterans'
home building program. Housing
expediter Wilson W. Wyatt has
set a goal of 1,200,000 new dwel-
lings to be started this year and
1,500,000 more for 1947. But, the
Civilian Production Administra-
tion estimates that lumber out-
put will fall 15 percent short of
needs, bricks 18 percent under
the mark and cast iron radia-
tors 52 percent below require-
ments.
A survey of executives of the
nation's leading materials and
equipment producers shows the
most common reasons for the
crisis to be inadequate manpow-
er, insufficient raw materials,
price confusion and unstable la-
bor conditions.
The survey was conducted by
the F. W. Dodge Corp., fact fin.1-
ing organization for the construc-
tion industry. Excerpts from
statements by executives in vari-
ous fields follow:
Floor and wall materials: "In-
adequate lumber mill production.
. . . " "Eight months behind on
shipments . . ." "Unless rough
lumber i s channelled back
through the flooring industry
and out of black markets there
is not going to be much hard-
wood for the remainder of this
year."
Hardware: "Strikes in steel
and brass mills have slowed pro-
duction . . . " "It will be four to
six months before there will be
any apparent improvement . . ."
Masonry materials: "There is
ample cement production capa-
city to take care of construction
anticipated in the next few years
. . .
Paint and finishers: "It does
not look as if the supply of
paint products will begin to
catch up with the demand until
some time in 1947 . . . ""The
industry is operating on a dry-
ing-oil quota of 75 percent of
average consumption during 1946-
1941 . . . "
Roofing and siding: "Have cur-
tailed production of roofing and
siding products until such time
as there is an adjustment in
prices . . ." "Our statistics on
production over the last four
years show a definite drop in
average productivity of work-
ers . . ."
Insulation: "Such building in-
sulation materials are out of pro-
. w'
Up Goes Your Hair For Summer!
Call
Vivian's Beauty Shop
Phone 16-W
For that flattering, cool and just right up-do for
the new open crown hats. Make an appoint-
ment today to have your hair styled in a new
Hair
-do.
We feature Cold Waves — All permanents guaranteed.
Hair-cutting and shaping a specialty.
(Owned and operated by Vivian Baker Dean, and located
over Sears Order Office.)
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Letters To The
Leader Editor
May 8. 1946
Mr. G. M. Pedley
Princeton, Kentucky
My dear Sir:
Congressman Noble J. Gre-
gory, of the let District of Ken-
tucky, has recommended you as
one who is interested in the
problems of flood control, nav-
igation, irrigation, and land and
water conservation, for appoint-
ment on the Advisory Commit-
tee of the National Rivers and
Harbors Congress, and I take
pleasure in enclosing official
notice of your appointment.
The National Rivers and Har-
bors Congress is a non-partisan
organization dedicated to the
conservation and development of
our water and land resources
for all beneficial purposes. The
Congress is now entering upon
its 45th year, and its work has
received the highest commenda-
tions of Presidents, Cabinet Mem-
bers, Members of Congress, and
other high officials, as well as
leaders in the business and pro-
fessional world.
We are happy to have you
serve with us for the advance-
ment of a sound and orderly
development of our national land
and water resources.
Very truly yours,
William H. Webb
Executive Vice-President
Plans To Produce
Big Tobacco Crop
Frank Crawford, Pulaski coun-
ty, is planning to grow a ton
or more of tobacco to the acre
this year. Farm Agent Hugh
Hurst says Crawford made a
good start by turning under a
crop of balbo rye and vetch.
When he seeded his cover crop
last fall, he applied 1,000 pounds
of phosphate; then, before turn-
ing it this spring he spread 20
loads of manure and 1,500 pounds
of 0-14-7 fertilizer. He plans to
use 500 pounds of 3-9-6 at the
row. Crawford prefers the Ky.
41A variety.
. . . " "Lack of labor and inef-
ficiency have lowered output
. . .
Lighting: "In January 1946 we
shipped a greater amount of
standard equipment than in any
other one month in the history
of our company. Production has
diminished rapidly from January
to date due to lack of mater-
ials . . ."
Air conditioning and heating:
"Present force can fabricate all
steel procurable . . ." "The best
we can do is to forecast and plan
production on a six-months bas-
is . . ." "Strikes (outside our
plants) are reflected in less
output . . ."
Doors and windows: "Strikes
in industries producing raw ma-
terials, such as lumber and glass,
have slowed down production
. . ." "Slow performance in ad-
justing prices has discouraged
production . . ."
Glass: "To produce more glass,
plants will have to be expanded.
It requires over a year from the
start of construction of tanks
to produce glass . . ."
Sanitary Equipment: "Man-
power problem is serious . . .
absenteeism, rapid turnover . . .
shortage of draftsmen . . . "The
material situation is threaten-
ing . . ."
Wallboard, lath and plaster:
"Acute shortage of steel for met-
al lath, trim and accessories . . ."
"Could exceed pre-war volume if
steel were obtainable . . ."
Water supply and drainage:
"Black market operations in
metals diverting supplies . . ."
"Strikes in plants of suppliers
affecting production . . ." "Man-
power shortage for heavy labor."
Wood: "Shortage of efficient
labor holding down production.
. . . " "Equipment replacements
badly needed . ." "Plywood
awaiting government release of
BONG'S WIDOW ACCEPTS POSTHUMOUS AWARD —Mrs.
Marjorie Ann Bong, widow of America's flying ace of World
War II, Maj. Richard 1. Bong, holds the British Distinguished
Flying Cross posthumously awarded for outstanding and meri-
torious service in aviation. Presentation was made by two mem-
bers of an Australian air mission touring this country. Awarded
in Los Angeles, Calif. (AP Wirephoto)
Stores and taverns in colonial
Virginia usually had a special
warehouse as a till for the to-
bacco money then in use.
The first airplane takeoff from
shipboard was made by Eugene
Ely flying a biplane in Novem-
ber, 1910.
There -is one thing we know as our boys and girls
leave school to enter upon life's larger duties, and it is
this: You can all be depended upon to do your part in
building this community in the days to come. Accept our
very best wishes as well as our sincere congratulations.
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Telephone 46
Nothing would please us more than to con-
gratulate each of the graduates of the Caldwell
County schools in person. As this is not possible
unless you come to see Us, we take this oppor-
tunity of extending to you our heartiest con-
gratulations and best wishes for your success.
HODGE'S SERVICE STATION
N. Ct. Square
Hay Baling, Pond Digging,
Plowing, Discing, Dirt
Moving, Basements, Ditching
and Drainage
C.&L. Tractor Co.
E. Ct. Sq. Phone 284-J
America Is Short on
Famine-Wheat So Far
Washington—VP)—Acting Sec-
retary of State Acheson announc-
ed Tuesday the United States is
150,000 tons short on its famine
relief efforts of wheat for the
first week in May.
He suggested the Agriculture
Department be asked for an
explanation.
This country, Acheson said, is
not doing as well on its famine
Pa • Eleven
relief program. The wheat which
was not shipped during the last
seven days, he declared, would
have been sufficient to furnish
the weekly minimum bread ra-
tion for 71,500,000 people accord-
ing to the present European
food levels.
Britain's famed Lawrence of
Arabia was rejected for front
line service in World War I be-
cause of anemia and short sta-
ture.
el°
X
SHEER PRINTS
JERSEY PRINTS
RAYON CLASSICS
Pepper-hot or salad-cool, prints have • gay
and airy personality! Pastels, strictly classic
or softened with a peplum, rate high too in
the summertime comfort you're after! 9-20.
OF RAYON AND
COTTON DRESSES
4.98
5.90
Fresh pastels with bold color in-
serts for drama! Little prints for
gayety! Cotton striped dresses:
merrier still for their eyelet ref-
flea and piqae patch-trimt 9-20d
CLOSE-OUT
LotigNi# $1404$1700
LADIES SPRING 
No $300SKIRTS
GIRLS SPRING $ oo
COATS
LADIES CANVAS
Play Shoes
1.
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Farmers Urged To Save
Grain To Help Feed
People Of Starv-
ing Lands
Washington--M—Choosing be-
tween meat for this country and
grain for starving lands, Secre-
tary of Agriculture Anderson
has asked farmers to produce 10
percent fewer pigs next fall than
they did a year ago.
The action, he said, is dictated
by the fact that grain supplies
will not be large enough to con-
tinue hog production at present
levels and supply famine areas
abroad.
It was taken as Stabilization
Director Chester Bowles served
notice to the public that the meat
supply "pinch is really going to
be felt next winter and spring."
Meat will be more plentiful with-
in the next few months, he re-
ported, but then will become
scarcer as a result of higher grain
prices authorized in the hope of
getting more grain for export.
"We aren't going to like it
very much," Bowles said in a
broadcast. "But we would like
ourselves a whole lot less if we
went on callously, blindly, stuf-
fing our own mouths while we
defaulted on our plain obligations
to. the starving of this earth."
A 10 percent smaller fall pig
crop will be reflected in pork
Supplies moving into meat coun-
City Council Adopts
Parking Meter Ordinance
Principal business transacted
at Monday night's City Council
session, attended by Councilmen
Denham, Joe Jones, Morgan,
Stone, Wadlington, Mayor Cash
presiding, was adoption by un-
animous vote of an ordinance re-
lating to installation of park-
ing meters. A roll-call vote was
required as the ordinance, which
appears in this issue, is a reve-
nue producing measure. Roy
Towery was given consideration
in a matter concerning the
water department, and renewal
bond of Night Watchman Leon-
ard Carner, was approved.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Jones and
son, Juston Wayne, Akron, 0.,
were the recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Robbie Dunn, Eddy-
ville. Mr. and Mrs. Jones are
former residents here.
ters next swing
The reduction in total pork sup-
plies will be considerably more
than 10 percent, however, be-
cause the coming fall pigs will
be fed to much lighter weights
than the 1945 fall pigs.
Anderson set the national fall
pig goal at 31,50,000 head. Fall
pigs are those farrowed between
June 1 and December 1.
The secretary said there would
be a good market next year for
as many fall pigs as were raised
last fall, if not more.
Anderson asked a pig reduc-
tion of nine percent in the mid-
western corn belt and at least
12 percent in other areas.
Everybody reads The Leader!
0 THE GRADUATES OF 191.16
As one of this community's oldest business firms, we
naturally look upon ourselves as the friend of every family.
We have been with you and your fathers and mothers in
good days and bad, and have watched many graduates grow
up, get their diplomas, and get started in the business world.
As history repeats itself again this Spring, once more we
come forward with our congratulations and good wishes
to the boys and girls who have done se well in school and
who are now about to embark upon new and important
adventures.
THE LILLIE F. MURPHY STORE
deny
Its solace—crippled, blind,
try
To find on earth the peace they
know
In Flanders' Fields."
To honor the dead by helping
the living, is the purpose of the
25th annual "Buddy Poppy" dis-
tribution, or sale, to be held
here May 25 under sponsorship
of Post No. 5595, Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United
States, James McCaslin, com-
mander, said this week.
Members of the VFW, each
of whom has served in national
conflicts outside the continental
limits of the United States,
SALEM
F. JONES
AGENT
NATIONAL
LIFE" AND
ACCIDENT
107 So. Seminary
BOX 102 PRINCETON
TOP ALLIED COMMANDERS
Gen. Douglas MacArthur (left), supreme allied commander
in the Pacific, an.d.Gen„D,pwl.t.,D. Eisenhower, formv supreme
allied commander in Europe7Frieeril /IAA May 10, ,for the
first time since 1939 when Gen. Eisenhower was a lieutenant
colonel on Gen. MacArthur's staff. Gen. Eisenhower, now army
chief of staff, is in Tokyo on tour of army bases in Pacific. (AP
Wirephoto from signal corps radiophoto)
VFW, Legion Auxiliary To
Sponsor Sale Of Poppies
Here Saturday, May 25
"Forget them not! As years go Many seeing buddies make the
by, supreme sacrifice or become
permanently disabled, are hon-On our remembrance they rely.
oring those comrades-in-arms by
They are the maimed Death did
aiding their dependents.
Through the nationwide V.F.W.
campaign they also are asking
their fellowmen to bestow simi-
lar honors through the purchase
of the V.F.W. memorial flower,
the Buddy Poppy.
Beneficiaries of the campaign
for funds, which has become a
tradition through the last 25
years, include disabled war vet-
erans, dependents of veterans
and widows and orphans of de-
ceased veterans.
The entire proceeds from the
nationwide Buddy Poppy sale
are used exclusively for the wel-
fare and rehabilitation of dis-
abled veterans and in providing
aid for their dependents.
Marshall Seely, chairman of
the "Buddy Poppy" sale, an-
nounced the local Girl Reserves
will be in charge of the distri-
bution of poppies on the streets
of Princeton, Saturday.
The American Legion Auxil-
iary, which has annually con-
ducted a Poppy Day sale here,
will also sell the memorial flow-
ers Saturday, Mrs. Alvin Lisan-
RED by, chairman for this group, has
announced. She said Boy Scouts
have been invited to sell the
5 Gal. Cans Auxiliary's poppies, with all pro-
ceeds going to help disabled
veterans of all wars, their wid-
ows and dependents.
$8.95
IN HOPKINSVILLE
Core-Yost Co.
PAINTS and HARDWARE
rechn s
to the
GRADUATES
of '4-6
Your tomorrow is ahead of you, boys and
girl graduates of 1946, and as we pause upon
the eve of that tomorrow to appraise its signifi-
cante, we want you to be heartened by our
good wishes and our determination to help you
whenever and wherever we can.
Good luck to all of you, from all of us.
Bodenhamer's
Livestock Market
The market was steady to
higher on fat cows, and stock
awgr o te uYprilfitoedlea-
stock Market Monday, it was re-
ported by Brad Lacy, manager.
Total head sold was 1114. Baby
beeves topped at $16; No 1 veals,
$16.50, and hogs, $14.45. All fat
hogs, 145 pounds and up, sold
at ceiling prices.
Eskel 0. Manley, SIC, Fredon-
ia, was one of Kentucky men dis-
charged from the naval ser-
vice at Great Lakes, Ul., last
weekend.
NATIONALLY ADVIIITNID
Classified Ads
FOR TRUCKING and Hauling
call William S. Guess at 938-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De-
pot. 1 tc
MENS work shoes. Federated
Store lt
FOR SALE—Oldsraobile, 4-door
sedan. Tires good, motor in
good condition. Call 338-J,
Service Cab Co., opposite
Princeton Hotel and I. C. De-
pot. ltc
WILL SELL OR TRADE for a
ear, preferably '35 Ford or
pick-up, a 4-piece sectional liv-
ing room suite and dinette
table. Archie Stallins. ltp
WANTED— Cotton rags. The
Leader.
FOR S lot of three
acres re or less, located
just out of the City of Prince-
ton on Wilson Warehouse
Road. See K. N. Sigler, Court-
house, or A. M. Sigler, R. No.
1. ltp
ALL Ladies and childrens hats
Reduced. Federated Store it
ORDER CHICKS LOCALLY—
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Book 'orders now. Hatching
every Tuesday and Saturday.
Blood-tested, U. S. Approved,
Pullorum controlled. Para-
mount Hatchery, Eddyville,
Ky. Phone 3062. tf
OUR STORE is not a Branch
Store of any one. We pay
Cash and sell for Cash and
no one to check up on us but
the 0. P. A. Cash's Cash
Grocery 2t
JUST ARRIVED—We have 11
dozen work pants and overall
pants which will be for sale
Friday and Saturday. Wood
and McElfatrick. It
JUST RECEIVED, Shipment of
Ladies Sandles Patent Leather
In all widths. $3.98. Federated
It
BUY CHICKS LOCALLY—Avoid
chilling. Place orders now.
Hatching every Tuesday and
Saturday. All popular breeds
from carefully selected flocks.
Paramount Hatchery, Eddy-
ville, Ky. Phone 3062.
WE WANT TO BUY your wood
smoked hams, 25 lbs. and un-
der. Lard, Bacon and Shoulder
Meat. We pay cash. Cash's
Cash Grocery, Phone 493. 2t
MENS work shirts and pants in
all sizes. Federated Store It
FOR SALE-70 acres land with
some timber, on rock road
near Highway 62, five miles
Masonic Meetings
Clinton Lodge will hold a
called meeting 7:30 Friday, May
17, to confer the first degree.
Also a meeting at 7:30 Monday,
May 20, 1948, to confer the sec-
ond degree. Brethren take no-
tice. Visiting brothers welcome.
Earl Adams, Master
G. W. Towery, Secretary
In Maritime Service
Albert Lee Page, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert S. Page, Rat-
liff street, has been enrolled in
the U. S. Maritime Service as
a fireman, third class, and ex-
pects to leave for preliminary
examinations soon.
Only a diamond is hard enough
to cut a diamond.
WHITE MOCCASINS
$5.95
You'll go everywhere le smooth loother %Nes
these—owl they ean take all the 'rough
OW you glue "eml White sop sole.
Princeton. Grover
2tp
GIRLS Confirmation dresses.
$5.30 and $8.89. Federated Store
It
WE have plenty of meal and
flour while it lasts, as bread
and milling stuff are becoming
scarcer every day. Cash's
Cash Grocery, Phone 493. 2t
MENS and boys dress Oxfords.
Federated Store it
JUST ARRIVED—We have 11
dozen work pants and overall
pants which will be for sale
Friday and Saturday. Wood
and McElfatrick. it
FOR SALE-1 14-inch Fiat-bot-
tom Tractor plow. Hodge Im-
plement Co., Washington St. tf
BIG reduction on all Ladies
Suits and Dresses. Federated
Store It
FOR SALE—Gas cooking stove,
Warm Morning stove, bed-
springs, three rabbits and a
six-compartment hutch. Phone
767. Mrs. Elmer Hoffius, 311
N. Harrison street.
Notice Of Redemption
Notice is hereby given by Cald-
well County Courthouse Building
Corporation, Incorporated, that
it has called for redemption on
August 1, 1946, all of its out-
standing Caldwell County Court-
house Building Corporation, In-
corporated, 31/2% Bonds, which
bonds are dated August 1, 1940,
and will pay the principal
amount thereof and accrued in-
terest to August 1, 1946, plus a
premium of 2% of the principal
amount of said bonds. Said bonds
should be presented for pay-
ment to the Farmers National
Bank of Princeton, Princeton,
Kentucky, trustees and paying
agent.
CALDWELL COUNTY COURT-
HOUSE CORPORATION, IN-
CORPORATED
By R. W. Lisanby
Attest: Philip Stevens, Acting
Secretary It
In Appreciation
We wish to express our ten-
der thanks and gratitude to our
many friends for their kindness
during the brief illness and death
of our loved one, Rebus M.
Mitchell. We wish to express our
appreciation for the floral of-
ferings, and especially do we
thank the Rev. F. M. Masters,
the Brown Funeral Home and
the Pallbearers for their ser-
vices and sympathy during our
sorrow and bereavement.
The Mitchell Family
The TVA has built refriger-
ated barges which are being
used with success for transpor-
tation of frozen foods.
B. P.O. ELKS- TONIGHT
MAY 16 8 o'clock
REGULAR MEETING
INITIATION AND FEED All Brothers Plan to
Hillery Barnett, Seer 
At
OGRATULANN
r
ss
Our boy and girl graduates of 1946 have been a credit
to themselves and their community. But the test lies ahead,
We are confident that you will meet this test with the same
fortitude and skill that has marked your school days, and,
which has set the class of 1946 off as an outstanding example
of scholastic achievement.
CHERRY'S RESTAURANT
CAFETY MEANS
ATISFACTION
Ride in insured
C A S
Uemember
Our drivers are courteous and experienced
501 PHONE 501
Claude's Cab
Henrietta Hotel
LOVING CUP COFFEE
The Coffee with the wonderful flavor
lb. 21¢ 3 lbs. 59¢
FIG
BARS, 1 lb. 25(
CHOCOLATE RITZY
CAKES, 1 lb. 30(
SHINOLA,
SHOE POLISH PASTE 2 cans 15(
GULF (with DDT)
FLY SPRAY qt. 31(
VALUE BRAND
GREEN BEANS 10 oz. can 12(
BOONE COUNTY
PORK & BEANS No. 2 can 11(
GOOD QUALITY
TEDDY BEAR BROOMS each 98(
CIDER
VINEGAR qt. 1
MOP, cotton strings, each 44(
PURE
MUSTARD qt. jar 15(
MENTERS
SAUER KRAUT No. 21/2 can 13(
LIPTON
TEA 1/2 lb. box 27(
GIFT BRAND
PEAS No. 2 can 11(
OYSTER
SHELLS 25 lb. 29(
Standard Brand (tax ins.)
CIGARETTES Ind. 1.29 Ky. $1.49
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE 46 oz. 29(
14etth luat
NEW (Alabama Triumphs)
POTATOES • 10 lb. 41(
BABY YELLOW
SQUASH lb. 10(
NICE SIZE
CUCUMBERS each 10(
and Veriddes
360 SIZE, SUN KIST
LEMONS doz. 29(
BROCCOLI bunch 29(
NEW TENDER
GREEN CORN each 5(
GREEN
BEANS, lb. 1 WATERMELONS lb. 11(
NEW TURNIPS lb. 6¢
Listen to "BING SINGS" Station WSON. Week days 8:00 A.M., Sundays
9:00 A.M.
MORE FOR *FUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES
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